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Abstract
This Master thesis project aims to cover two important challenges of highthroughput computing (HTC) among distributed heterogeneous resources: the
setup of a robust infrastructure to enable resource federation for task execution
(shared resources can be dedicated servers but also idle workstations) and the
optimal dispatching of numerous independent jobs. After an overview of the
problems, the thesis introduces and discusses related work. The report then
focuses on the design and the implementation of an extensive task execution
system called Agent Manager. The solution relies on an indexing approach
for the federation of the resources, while the execution of tasks is dedicated to
processes located on the host resources. The prototype implements a matchmaking algorithm for an intelligent dispatching of tasks and a set of management and administration features. The thesis also presents evaluations of the
solution which shows its task execution throughput performance. Particularly,
it focuses on the possible industrial applications of the system, especially the
releasing activities of the Amadeus e-commerce products.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

Latest trends in software engineering clearly show that an increasing number of
applications are turning to distributed systems to meet their computational needs.
For several decades, computation has been progressively decentralized and single
supercomputers replaced by clusters of computers [15]. Stand-alone systems are
simply no longer efficient for meeting the resource needs of current computingintensive applications. In fact, distributing resources appears to give many benefits.
Initially, the problem seems to have been raised by the scientific community
to solve large computing-intensive problems (like simulations or observation results analysis). Trying to detect extraterrestrial intelligence by listening to narrowbandwidth radio signals from space, the SETI@Home project [60] is one of the first
popular science projects using massive clusters of computers dispatched worldwide
(including traditional workstations). More examples applied to a wide range of scientific subjects can be found [48]: study of Solar System dynamics, prediction of
protein structures, cryptographic robustness testing, simulation of the orbit stability
of particles inside the CERN Large Hadron Collider, climate change simulations...
As a matter of fact, industry is also adopting this shift. The needs expressed by
Amadeus, where this Master project was carried out, clearly illustrate this trend.
The company develops IT products for the travel and tourism industry. Facing
an increasing number of products to maintain, the delivery of maintenance patches
and updates onto the different farms of servers is becoming a serious bottleneck
in the overall Amadeus development process (see section 2.1 for an overview of
the Amadeus current situation). Consequently recent efforts of the company have
been to automate and improve the speed of the delivery processes. However, the
developed system is still dealing with time-consuming tasks currently executed on a
single physical machine: this leads to a serious lack of scalability and performance.
To tackle these problems, the company aims to design and evaluate an efficient
distributed execution environment that will increase the throughput of its load
delivery operations.
1
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1.2

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Goals of the Master thesis

In this context, this Master project focuses on the development of a distributed application which can dispatch and execute generic tasks over heterogeneous resources
in order to improve the throughput of the load delivery activities. Concretely, the
project aims to achieve this improvement by providing a solution which offers an
open infrastructure to federate and harness the distributed resources of an organization (typically the computers of a company department) and which cleverly
balances the task load over the nodes. A consequent sub-goal of this Master project
is therefore to design, develop, implement and evaluate an algorithm which takes
task submissions as inputs and returns the corresponding task allocations so as to
optimize the sum of the task execution times.
One second topic this thesis aims to cover is the federation of unused resources.
One ca even notice that traditional workstations of a company are not fully used
24 hours a day. There are thus much waste of computing power and the question
this thesis will try to solve is which could be used for computing purposes
This Master thesis covers the entire development process of a solution called
Agent Manager: from the requirements elicitation to the prototyping, deployment
and evaluation. The evaluation experiments mainly focus on throughput performance and scalability of the developed prototype. User satisfaction and requirements matching will also be an indicator of the achievements of this project.
The system developed in this thesis aims to be part of a more global solution
called Jobber2 which was developed by Amadeus to manage some of its internal
business processes (especially the load delivery process, see 2.1.3).

1.3

Structure of the Master thesis

This thesis first presents the context of the project and reviews the different functional and non-functional requirements expressed by Amadeus. After a discussion
of the problems this project raises, the thesis gives an overview of the different
approaches met in the literature. Based on this study, the two following chapters
focuses on the design and the implementation of the solution. Finally, the last part
is dedicated to the evaluation of the developed prototype.

Chapter 2

Context analysis and requirements
2.1

Business environment

This section aims to introduce the business environment of the Master project,
especially the load delivery process of the e-commerce products of Amadeus. It
is indeed a key step toward the comprehension of the requirements of this Master
project.

2.1.1

The Amadeus IT Group

Founded in 1987 by Air France, Iberia, Luftansa and SAS, Amadeus is a company
specialized in IT solutions for the travel and tourism industry.
The core business of Amadeus has first been computer reservation systems for
airlines (also called global distribution systems). Nowadays, Amadeus has extended
its offers to other IT products and services for the travel industry [27] [28]:
• The distribution and content solutions are designed for travel professionals to
access an extensive range of travel content (Amadeus Hotels, Amadeus Air,
Amadeus Rail, Amadeus Cars...)
• The sales and e-commerce solutions provides travel market and sell content
across different channels (like Internet) and aims to manage the entire sales
process (Amadeus Selling Platform, Amadeus e-Travel Management...)
• Business management solutions focus on customer’s business operations, processes, administration and customer relationships (Amadeus Quality Management, Agency Management...)
• Amadeus also provides consulting services to help customers with their business processes and investments in IT solutions
Nowadays, Amadeus is a major player in the market of IT solutions for travel
industry. According to the company’s figures [28], about 99,000 travel agency locations and 34,000 airline sales offices use Amadeus systems for their booking offers.
3
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Amadeus solutions provide travel content over 500 airlines, 79,000 hotel properties,
22 car rental companies for 36,000 locations ferry companies, cruise lines, railway
companies...
The company has its central headquarters located in Madrid and several offices
distributed worldwide: Nice (development), Erding/Munich (production), London,
Sydney, Antwerp, Bad Homburg, Miami, Buenos Aires, Bangkok... Given this
international aspect, one can understand that Amadeus business is inherently distributed.

2.1.2

The Sales and E-commerce Platform and the releasing team

Inside Amadeus, the Sales and E-commerce Platform (SEP) division provides and
maintains several Amadeus products like:
• Amadeus e-Retail Engine (AeRE), a travel booking Internet solution (currently powering more than 250 websites for about 90 airlines [27])
• Amadeus e-Travel Management (AeTM), a booking tool used by companies
for managing the business trips of their employees
• Amadeus Selling Platform (SELL), an integrated point of sale for travel professionals (flight booking, car rental, hotels, travel insurance...)
As part of this division, the Releasing team, where this Master project took
place, is in charge of maintaining the multiple environments hosting the Amadeus
SEP products, which are typically hosted on farms of servers located worldwide.
The team particularly handles technical migrations or architecture changes. It
also manages delivery requests from other Amadeus departments (developers, quality department, production support, marketing...) as well as directly from external
customers. These requests are very heterogeneous: loads of maintenance patches
(software code), data updates, new software releases, website template modifications...

2.1.3

The load delivery process

When receiving delivery requests, the Releasing team first checks whether they
apply or not to the targeted environments by running them on production look-like
(PLL) servers simulating the operational farms. After this step, the team prepares,
merges and sends batches of files corresponding to the requests to the production
farms where they will be deployed. These batches of files are referred as loads.
The delivery of loads is not only critical (one single error may affect the whole
production), but it is also a very complex process and abides by several constraints.
For example, the time window for a load application may depend on: the type of
load, the environment availability windows (more or less clients may use the target
product during the day), the priority of the load...

2.1. BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
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Figure 2.1. A typical state machine in Jobber2 modeling a part of a load delivery
process workflow. SR_Copy and ZIP are specific tasks of a load delivery process.

To make this process easier and straightforward, recent effort of the team has
been to develop a robust system to make the load creation and sending process
more automatic. The purpose is also to cope with an increasing frequency of delivery requests (due to the growing number of Amadeus applications to maintain).
According to internal statistics, in 2008, about 7500 loads were targeted to the production farms. Currently the average number of loads per day is about 18 (but we
may have picks with up to 50 loads per day). As a matter of fact, the team predicts
an increase of this frequency in the future.
The team is currently developing a system called Jobber2 (also called Jobber
Releasing or JoR).
The Jobber2 solution automates the creation of loads by merging different delivery requests within the same load. After this operation, the load delivery process
is decomposed into a sequence of operations whose executions are assigned to a
separated task execution component. The implementation models the workflow as
a state machine (see figure 2.1 for an example). The load is progressively delivered
when passing the different states. The transitions of the state machine are either
responses from the task execution component (outcome or error), either manual
interventions from an operator of the Releasing team.
The purpose of this approach is clear: make the load delivery process automatic,
transparent and flexible. It enables the operators to have a clear view and control

6
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of the activities by using a business process modeling notation (BPMN). It also
improves the maintainability and flexibility by separating the business logic from the
mere task execution framework. Finally, it improves the efficiency of the process by
delegating as much as possible to the workflow manager (also called State Machine
Manager) and the task execution component.
However, the efficiency of Jobber2 really depends on the performance of this
task execution component which is here the real bottleneck. Obviously, the best
throughput the task execution component can manage, the more efficient the load
delivery process will be. In this context, this Master project focuses on the numerous
challenges raised by the design of such a task execution system. Note that the
management of the load delivery workflow is out of scope of the thesis.

2.2

Requirements

This section introduces the requirements of the Releasing team concerning the task
execution system to integrate to Jobber2.
In the rest of this thesis, the task execution component will be referred as Agent
Manager. This name comes from the previous task execution system, Jobber1 (see
section 2.3 for more details), which was designed with an agent-based approach.
Instead of separating the functional requirements from the non functional requirements, the section adopts a thematic approach and groups the requirements
in several topics1 .
The interested reader can look at appendix A for an analysis of these requirements (in terms of actors and use cases). This will then be the base for the design
of the Agent Manager prototype.

2.2.1

Task submission and execution

Functional aspects
Agent Manager, the system to develop, will first be in charge of the execution of
tasks. This is its main functionality: it should provide an API for task submission
(typically used by the State Machine Manager in Jobber2 as described in figure 2.2)
[mandatory2 ]. You can see an ideal task submission scenario in table 2.1.
Nonfunctional aspects
Task submission and execution raise several issues, hence nonfunctional requirements to link to this topic:
1

These requirements have been obtained from a survey involving the Releasing team members
as well as other people who may interact with the resulting system. This survey also led to a
hierarchy among these requirements to distinguish crucial functions from accessory features.
2
The information between square brackets indicates if the requirements is a mandatory or an
optional feature.
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Figure 2.2. The interaction between State Machine Manager and Agent Manager.
A job arrived at the State Machine Manager (1) and is processed through the state
machine modeling the workflow. For some states, a task description is sent via the
submission API (2). Agent Manager will then cleverly assign the task to the relevant
agent (3) (i.e. a process running on a remote resource) which will execute it (4). Once
the task is executed the outputs are sent back to the State Machine Manager (5).
The rest of the workflow execution can then continue on the State Machine Manager
side.

• Safety [mandatory] - Every submitted task is eventually completed.
• Concurrency transparency [mandatory] - Many submitters can use the system
at the same time without interfering with each other.
• Optimization of the task execution time [mandatory] - the execution time
should be as short as possible.
• Public submission API available for other applications [mandatory] - The
submission API can indeed be used by other system than the State Machine
Manager of Jobber2.
• No single point of failure [mandatory] - If some node crashes in the system,
the overall execution activity is not affected.
• Scalability with the number of task subscribers [optional 83 ] - When increasing
the number of submitter clients, the performance of the system should be
slightly affected.
• Transparent exceptions thrown by Agent Manager [optional 3] - When the
system fails to execute a task due to internal mechanisms (no resource found
for the task, failure of the resource hosting the task execution...), a clear
exception should be thrown to the submitter.
3

This grade over 10 reflects the importance level of an optional requirement. The higher grade,
the more important the requirement is.
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Scenario name
Participating
actors
Flow of events

Execute a Ant task
State Machine Manager (as a task submitter)
1. The State Machine Manager browses the possible types
of task to execute.
2. The State Machine Manager selects the Ant task.
3. Agent Manager sends back a "form" to specify
the Ant task parameters (Ant script files, arguments, target, log file location...).
4. The State Machine Manager fills in the form with the
desired parameters.
5. Agent Manager checks if the parameters are
valid. This is valid, so we continue.
6. Agent Manager executes the Ant task on
some remote resource.
7. Once the task executed, Agent Manager notifies the State Machine Manager that it is done.
It also gives the outcome.

Table 2.1. A "nice-to-have" task submission and execution scenario

2.2.2

Task dispatching rules

Since the system aims to be used in a distributed environment, tasks can be dispatched to different resource nodes. The team expressed several requirements concerning this distributed aspect.
• Configuration of dispatching rules [mandatory] - There is a possibility to configure which resource executes what.
• Explicit specification of the location where the task will be running [mandatory] - At the submission, the submitter can explicitly specify the resource
where the task should physically be executed.
• Priority management of tasks [optional 4] - One can specify the priority of
tasks (low, medium, high...) to give more importance to the dispatching and
allocation of some tasks over others.
• Resource node specialization [optional 1] - Some resource nodes can be constrained to execute some tasks only.

2.2.3

Task implementation

This requirement underlines the fact that Agent Manager is not concerned by the
type of tasks which are submitted and how they are implemented.
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However, it should provide an extensive framework for the implementation of
a wide range of heterogeneous tasks (Apache Ant tasks, Java tasks, script execution tasks...). Agent Manager should thus be able to execute many kinds of tasks
[mandatory].

2.2.4

Task execution monitoring and control

The users have expressed specific needs concerning the way to monitor and control
the local or remote execution of tasks:
• Possibility to stop the execution of a task [mandatory] (e.g. following the
scenario at table 2.2).
• Possibility to access the log files of the task execution [mandatory] - log files
keep tracks of the different steps of task executions (it is convenient to access
these files for bug fixing).
• Possibility to display a list of all the tasks currently running [optional 9].
• Possibility to pause/resume the execution of a task [optional 4].
In fact, these operations can be related to the implementation of the task, especially for stopping a task execution which may be complex to implement in a very
generic way (stopping the process, doing some cleanup, unlocking output files...)
Concerning non functional requirements, the users require that these operations
are location and access transparent [mandatory]. As stated by [14], this means the
access of remote and local resources with the same operations without knowledge
of their particular location on the network.
There is finally security considerations [optional 8] to take into account to prevent unauthorized users to monitor/control tasks they do not own. For example,
the user does not want that someone else stops the task it has submitted.

2.2.5

Resources management

This section is about management of resource nodes. This is more a system administration concern than a normal use of the system. However, due to the fact
that resources are shared among several users, the administration of this distributed
system is important in order to have a clear view and control of what is going on
inside Agent Manager.
Functional requirements
• One can add resources to the system [mandatory].
• One can remove resources from the system [mandatory].
• Possibility to access to the log files of a specific resource node [mandatory].

10
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Scenario name
Participating actor
Flow of events

Stop the execution of a task
An operator, State Machine Manager (which has submitted
the task)
1. On the user interface, the operator clicks on the "Task
execution management" tab.
2. Agent Manager displays the list of submitted
tasks (pending, working, finished...). Moreover,
it only displays the tasks corresponding to the
loads the operator is in charge of.
3. The operator applies a filter over the list of jobs. It
requires the display of the last 10 tasks.
4. Agent Manager displays the corresponding
tasks from the list.
5. The operator clicks on a button to order the list of tasks
by type.
6. Agent Manager returns the ordered list of
tasks.
7. The operator click on a task to stop.
8. Agent Manager displays another frame with
the task properties. A stop button is also displayed if the task can be stopped (which is the
case).
9. The operator clicks on the stop button.
10. If the task is still running, Agent Manager stops the task and notifies the State Machine Manager that the task outcome is "failure:
stopped by user".
11. Agent Manager updates the task properties
information displayed on the operator’s web user
interface. Especially, the status of the task is
updated as "failure: stopped by user".

Table 2.2. A "nice-to-have" task execution management scenario i.e. stopping a
task execution submitted via State Machine Manager.

• Possibility to display a list of all the tasks currently running on a resource
node [optional 9].
• One can access the status of a resource node (busy, available...) [optional 7].
• Possibility to access the list of all resource nodes [optional 7].
• Possibility to upload code to a resource on the fly (e.g. attach jar files to the
class path of a Java task) [optional 6].
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Non functional requirements
• Possibility to grant different access rights to resources [mandatory].
• Administration of the resource nodes via an administration panel [mandatory].
• Shared resources may be located behind a firewall/DMZ [mandatory].
• The system is scalable with the number of resource nodes [optional 8] - adding
new resource nodes should not affect the performance of the system.

2.2.6

Non functional requirements regarding implementation and
maintenance

These types of requirements are mainly due to company policies. They however
affect the design choices for the Agent Manager development.
• Interactions with the users take place via a web front-end GUI [mandatory].
• Agent Manager is a component of Jobber2 [mandatory].
• Implementation in Java [mandatory].
• Support availability [mandatory] - In case of problems, there is a possibility
to find some support (community, customer support service...).
• Low deployment costs [mandatory].
• Low implementation costs [optional 9].
• Low maintenance costs [optional 6].
• Portability to other systems at Amadeus [optional 5].

2.3

The current task execution system

This section is dedicated to the explanation of the current system used by the
Releasing team called Jobber1. It is a first attempt for the automation of load
preparation and sending. As explained in 2.1.3, Jobber2 aims to replace Jobber1.
It is interesting to notice that before Jobber1 the management of load delivery was
done manually.
Like envisioned by Jobber2, Jobber1 publishes tasks coming from a State Machine to a task execution component. Jobber1 has an agent-based approach to
tackle the problem. The analysis of this system can indeed guide us for the design
of Agent Manager (what should be kept, what should be modified or what should
be improved).

12
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Figure 2.3. The agent approach for task execution in Jobber1

2.3.1

Presentation

A metaphor for the current system would be the blackboard architecture (see figure
2.3). Each task is published onto a blackboard, i.e. in a database (JobberDB),
which is polled regularly by agents. Once a new task is detected by a free agent,
it sets the status of the task as "working" and executes it. Inconsistent behaviors
among the concurrent agents are prevented by specifying explicitly for each agent
the distinct type of loads it can handle (currently two agents share the work). A
task entry contains the type of task (like Ant task) and pointers to files (e.g. scripts)
needed to execute the task. Once the task is executed the task entry in JobberDB
is set as "success" or "failed". The state machine in charge of the processing of the
load can then move to the next state.
In fact, in the concrete implementation, the loads are directly associated with
their state in the database. The agents are then in charge of updating it: from
"requested" to "working", then from "working" to the next state given the outcome
(success or failure). The database provides the necessary tuples (state, transition,
state) to define the state machine. Thus, by making several SQL joins, the agent is
able to update the state of the load. Technically, this is done via stored procedures
invoked on the server side.

2.3.2

Advantages

• Theoretically, the multi-agent approach allows load distribution (in terms of
computation load) among different nodes.
• The current system is "access transparent". In theory, the task status is accessible via the same operations wherever its execution is taking place (locally
or remotely). Indeed, this data is stored in the same central database.
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• Communications are asynchronous. This is convenient since tasks request
different computation times (from minutes to several hours).
• Centralization enables an easy monitoring of the load status. A simple query
on the database is sufficient. A system to retrieve information about the
agents can be easily designed (if we assume the agent let a footprint in the
database). In the current implementation a GUI makes use of the data in the
central database to display the states of the loads via a web front-end.
• The direct invocation of stored procedures on the database side makes the
poll and status updates more efficient than distant SQL queries.
• The agent is implemented as a Windows service using the Java Service Wrapper [58]. Thus the agent is a background daemon on a resource and is invisible
for the regular users of the resource. Microsoft Windows also enables the management of access rights to the resource for Windows services.
• So far, this architecture has managed to support the frequency of daily loads
of the Releasing Team (i.e. about 18 loads per day)

2.3.3

Drawbacks

• In this architecture, the state machine and the agents are tightly-coupled
components. The agents are in fact in charge of changing the states of the
loads. Moreover, we do not have a separate component concerning the state
machine. The agents are directly plugged to the database which is a single
central broker for everything. This is not a clear layered architecture and it
is hard to maintain.
• The system is not concurrent transparent. In the current system, the tasks
are arbitrarily divided in two distinct sets so that only two agents are responsible to manage each subset. True concurrency among shared resource
(the database) is then avoided. Besides, in the current system, if every agent
can take any pending task regardless of the type of load, the current system
leads to inconsistent behaviors. Let’s imagine two concurrent agents A and
B polling the same database. As explained above, the polling process is a
sequence of two SQL statements: first a read operation to look for "requested"
tasks, then a write operation to set the job as "working". Let the scenario
presented at table 2.3.
This scenario may result in agents executing the same tasks, which is dangerous. It is not possible to add agents to the system without dividing the tasks
into distinct subsets. As a result the system is not easily scalable and load
distribution is not easy to achieve. The system does not have a clear system
of dispatching rules of tasks over resource agents. This is why in practice, one
say the system is equivalent to a single standalone process.
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Agent A
1. retrieve "requested" tasks

Agent B
1. retrieve "requested" tasks
2. write tasks as "working"
3. execute the tasks

2. write tasks as "working"
3. execute the tasks
Table 2.3. Conflict scenario in the current system

• The centralized architecture makes the central entity (here the database) a
bottleneck and a single point of failure, equally for the file server hosting
the script files. Moreover, in this kind of architecture, the communication
channels are only linking database to agents. Channels between agents are
unused resources in Jobber1.
• The pull-based method is resource and message consuming. In the current
implementation, every 5 seconds, the available agents poll the database with
complex queries involving several SQL joins and updates. In the current
implementation the database is not only accessed by agents but by web applications. Such concurrent accesses have already led to congestions (due to the
maximum number of simultaneous connections the database can manage).
• The current system does not allow intelligent dispatching of tasks. Here, the
tasks are taken by the agent in a FIFO order, taking the load with highest
priority first. This rule is hard-coded inside the stored procedures and hard
to change. Besides, one may add that this dispatching is not clever. For
example, it does not take into account the resource availability of agents (like
CPU, memory, location, files already downloaded...).
• If an agent fails, the system does not react automatically to reassign the
task. Besides, if this agent recovers, it cannot really resume the tasks it was
doing. There is also no centralized interface to start/stop agents but to kill
the Windows service.
• The system is not location transparent. Especially, if a task fails, users often
go to the agent directory to look at log files to know where the error is coming
from. This log file records all the tasks the agent has been doing since it was
started. As a result, it is quite difficult to navigate into this file and isolate
the task we are interested in.
• The system does not provide any control over the tasks executed by the agent.
Especially, it is not possible to stop a task which is currently handled by an
agent. The only solution is to kill the agent process. This is not convenient
since it stops all the tasks the agent is currently doing. Besides, some clean
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up has to be done after this because some buffers may not be closed. The
cleanup is currently done manually.
• Agents cannot be accessed when they are behind a firewall (i.e. the database
and the agents are separated by a firewall). Because of the pull-based approach, the agent cannot access the database. One typical issue is the customer validation tests for web templates loads. These tests are performed on
test beds called validation environments (VE). VE are located behind a DMZ
(therefore behind a firewall) and generate zip files which needs to be retrieved.
In the current system, the agent tackles this problem by invoking a remote
script via psexec. If the agent was directly located on the VE side, it would
have prevented the downloading of zip files (which may be time consuming).
• The current system only manages two types of task (Ant or command lines).
There is no framework to extend the lists of tasks that can be executed by
the system.

2.3.4

Conclusion

One may conclude that the task execution component proposed by Jobber1 is a good
first attempt to automate the execution of simple operations of the load delivery
process. It has indeed shown good results so far since it is still the system in place
at Amadeus. Besides, the architecture presents some advantages that may inspire
this Master project.
However, many weaknesses are present and many requirements exposed in section 2.2 are not met (e.g. no task execution management, no dispatching rules, no
single point of failure...). Due to the centralized approach and the limited number
of resource agents, one can seriously doubt on the scalability of this system if the
frequency of delivery requests increases.
This leads to the conclusion that the Master project cannot be a simple improvement of this system, but should completely design an alternative to handle
every requirement.

Chapter 3

Overview of the problem and related
work
3.1
3.1.1

Problem statement
High-throughput scheduling

As stated in the previous chapter, this Master project aims to design a distributed
platform for the efficient execution of numerous tasks. One key challenge is the
maximization of the throughput of the operations since it is tightly related to the
efficiency the Amadeus Releasing team can handle an increasing number of delivery
requests.
A literature study has led to the conclusion that this kind of system is called a
"high-throughput scheduler" that [21] defines as a planning system optimizing the
execution throughput of submitted jobs (i.e. the number of jobs executed by the
system by unit of time). It is particularly suitable for embarrassingly parallel problems, that is to say when the solution program can be split into many independent
tasks that can be run in parallel. In the context of Amadeus, the delivery of loads
is typically an embarrassingly parallel problem.
The concept of high-throughput computing is often associated with Grid computing. As defined by [18], this field of computer science deals with "coordination
of distributed resources" to provide to applications "non trivial quality of service".
In other words, the combined usage of resources should provide a better service
than when using the resource separately. For example, high-throughput computing
can be clearly called a "non trivial quality of service", since the motivation is to
aggregate different resources to increase the throughput of a process.
Typically grids are deployed over the Internet via "standard, open, generalpurpose protocols and interfaces". They harness many idle machines located worldwide across different organizations to solve problems that a single machine cannot
solve alone. The metaphor of the grid associates computer power with an electric
power grid. Like electricity, the vision is that computation is an extensible network
17
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of interconnected resources available on demand. How to set up an infrastructure
to fully use these heterogeneous distributed resources in an optimal way is the main
concern of the Grid computing community.

3.1.2

Challenges

High-throughput scheduling of tasks may be a complex problem. As underlined
by [55], it can however be decomposed in three fundamental steps:
1. Access to shared resource - In a distributed environment where resources are
shared, discovery, localization and access to resources are crucial aspects to
allocate tasks.
2. Resource selection and scheduling - Once we have access to a set of resources,
the question is how to intelligently select the right resources that will execute
the submitted tasks.
3. Task execution - After the allocation, the task is executed remotely on the
resource. Apart from the concrete technical challenges of remote execution,
several issues are raised like how to control the access rights of the task to the
resource and how to remotely track and control the task execution.
The following sections present an overview of these problems and a study of
the related work in this field. This part will adopt an approach following the steps
presented above. For each stage, we will consider the main issues and discuss
different solutions found in the literature.
The conclusions of this literature study will be a base for the design and the
implementation of a task execution system prototype using distributed resources
for Amadeus load delivery operations.

3.2

Resource discovery

As stated in the previous section, resource sharing and discovery are an important
dimension of high-throughput scheduling. Resources are anything that can be used
for a computational task: CPUs, disk space, file storage... Indeed, when submitting
a task, the resource sharing infrastructure should provide enough information to
ease the allocation of this task. For example, some discovery service can provide
information about what are the available resources in the system and what they are
able to do.
Resource information may be very complex since resource nodes are distributed
and heterogeneous (different types of hardware, different locations and access protocols, different operating systems, different types of software installed on the machine...). The overall system can also be highly dynamic: information about resources keeps changing and resources may be removed or added to the system at
any time. Thus, a task submitter cannot really have a static clear picture of what
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are the resources features. This leads to the need for a robust and flexible infrastructure to organize this information in a very efficient way.
Moreover, queries from task scheduler over the resource information can be very
elaborated. If some tasks can be executed on any kind of resource (for example a
simple computation task), other may require certain types of resource only (e.g. a
task which requires that the host node runs Microsoft Windows and has more than
2 GB free space on its hard disk). Therefore, the framework will have to support
very complex queries over resources.

3.2.1

Centralized resource indexing

This approach is maybe the simplest and is the one implemented by the current
Amadeus task execution system (see section 2.3). During the literature study, it
also appears that it is the most implemented solution.
In this kind of architecture the resource sharing is done via a central server.
Each resource registers its availability, optionally with a description. This leads to
the creation of an index that can be used at task submission to find the optimal
resource where the task should run.

The pull-based approach
In the current implementation of the Amadeus task execution system, all free resource agents regularly poll a central database where all submitted tasks are stored.
If a task is currently pending, an agent will take the task execution (see section
2.3). The allocation of submitted tasks is therefore done in a pull-based approach.
In this case, one cannot really say that this is a true persistent physical indexing
method. Instead, the indexing of available resources is done via the periodical
requests mechanism. Other more elaborated systems have a similar approach.
The Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [3], on top
of which the SETI@home project was implemented [60], is one example of a pullbased system (see figure 3.1). For each project deployed in BOINC, a "Master
URL" server is created. When a resource node wants to be part of the system,
it simply contacts this "Master URL" and obtains a list of schedulers to contact.
By contacting one of these schedulers, the resource will then be assigned a task to
execute. For the SETI@Home project, it is a piece of radio record to analyze.
The Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control system (DIRAC)
[23] also adopts this kind of approach. Every submitted job is posted in one or
more queues that are regularly polled by available agents.
Although keeping sending requests to the central server can lead to serious
network overhead, this kind of architecture may be sufficient when the number
of submitted jobs is higher than the number of resources that can handle them.
This is typically the case in the BOINC projects [48] which are often very complex
scientific problems involving many computation tasks. The DIRAC project is also
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Figure 3.1. The BOINC pull-based approach. The BOINC client is willing to share
its computing resource for a BOINC-based project. Accordingly, the client contacts
the master URL of the server and gets a list of possible schedulers to contact (1).
Then, the client contacts one of the schedulers. It will give the client a job it can
work on (2). Finally, the client downloads the necessary data to process and starts
the execution of the assigned job (3).

very suitable for scientific intensive-computation (e.g. it has been used for CERN
LHCb particle physics experiment simulations).
This approach complies with the volunteer computing philosophy. As opposed
to Grid computing, where resources are considered as passive products the task
submitter is consuming, the resources are actively requesting for work. In BOINC,
resources are even referred as clients: they all contribute in the resolution of a
general complex problem. You can easily browse several BOINC projects [48] and
choose which one you are willing to donate your resource to.
Central directory
Other scheduling architectures prefer to rely on a physical directory which indexes
all resources in the system. Instead of submitting jobs to a queue and waiting for it
to be executed by some free resource agents, this approach assumes the existence of
a directory where all resources are registered. The scheduler then performs queries
one this information and selects the resource where the job will be allocated. This
is more a top-down (or push-based) approach: from the job to the resource.
This kind of architecture has been widely used by different systems for discovery,
for example Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) repositories
[47] for Web service discovery or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).
As opposed to volunteer computing, one can perform discovery queries over
the available resources. It enables a better view of the overall system and thus a
better access to information from the scheduler point of view. It is particularly
suitable when tasks involve several resources or when resources should be reserved
in advance. The advantage of this approach is also that this component is modular
and can be used in other contexts than resource discovery (for example monitoring
or administration of resources).
In the Grid computing community, such indexing systems are often referred as
Grid information service (GIS) [17] or Grid resource information service (GRIS) [50].
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One of the simplest way to achieve resource indexing is via a central server with
an index containing the information about all resources in the system. The resources
periodically update their status in this index. At task submission, resource discovery
is then fairly simple: one only need to look at the index and make a relevant query
over all the available advertisements.
In Grid computing, the term of Grid index information services (GIIS) [50] refers
to the centralized indexing systems. The following list details several GIIS solutions.
• The first version of the Globus Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS-1) [50]
is a part of the Globus Toolkit from the Globus Alliance. The Globus Toolkit
is a framework used for the deployment of Grid computing infrastructure as
well as the development of Grid applications. In its first version, the MDS
index was implemented as a central server.
• R-GMA (Relational Grid Monitoring Architecture) [72] makes use of a central
relational database to store the information about shared resource. Queries
are then done via SQL requests.
• Condor Hawkeye [63] gathers the resource information as a set of advertisement files (ClassAds). These ClassAds are then accessible to the scheduler
(typically the Condor scheduler performing matchmaking between the resource ClassAds and the job requirements).
• GRIA [67] stores the resource information into XML files that can be queried
via the standardized XQuery language. It exposes this registry service as a
Web service for interoperability.
• The Gridbus Grid Market Directory (GMD) [74] also exposes a Web service
interface and allows discovery mechanisms similar to Web service discovery in
UDDI.
Advantages and drawbacks of centralization
One can first say that centralized architectures have the advantage to make queries
over information very simple. As the information is located at a single location, the
query mechanism is as easy as an SQL query over a standalone database. It is also
easy for every application which needs to make resource discovery to use the index
as an independent component.
However this architecture has several drawbacks:
• It exposes a single point of failure. In other words, if the central server hosting
the index application fails, the whole resource sharing mechanism is affected.
To solve this problem clustering or replication may be a solution.
• It is not scalable with the number of resources and the number of index clients.
Indeed, it may be very hard to handle the update requests of thousands resource nodes as well as the queries of hundreds index clients. The central
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Figure 3.2. The MDS-4 hierarchical architecture. Virtual Organizations (VO) are
organized hierarchically. Their local MDS are responsible for registering the nodes
inside the VO. For discovery outside the VO, requests are routed in a DNS-like way.

server is clearly a bottleneck. Distributing load over a cluster would be a
possible improvement.
• The update messages sent periodically by resources may lead to a serious
overhead on the communication links. Maintaining a consistent view of the
overall system involves the implementation of a so called failure detector which
also involves message sending to all resources in the system to check their
availability.
• Due to latency, the indexed resource descriptions cannot reflect the real current state of a resource. Indeed, if the index says that such workstation has
10 GB free space on its hard disk at a time t, it is indeed a state that was
advertised at a time t0 < t when the resource sent its last update. This is in
fact an inherent problem of distributed systems.

3.2.2

Hierarchical indexing

As an improvement of the centralized indexing scheme, systems have proposed a
hierarchical structures of GIIS.
For example, in its last version, the fourth version of the Globus Toolkit (GT4)
suggests this kind of architecture for MDS1 [2]. MDS-4 behaves like a directory
name service (DNS). It structures the resources in hierarchical virtual organization
(VO)(see figure 3.2). Each VO owns a GRIS which indexes the resources of the VO
and pointers to its VO children.
Ganglia [54], a distributed monitoring system mainly used for clusters and federation of clusters, also abides by a hierarchical structure to gather data from its
1

In fact, according to [17], this shift was already adopted at the second version (MDS-2).
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nodes. Each cluster elects a representative node responsible for reporting the status
of the cluster to the whole federation.
This hierarchical architecture avoids bottlenecks and slightly improves the scalability compared to the mere centralized approach. However, it still exposes single
points of failure.

3.2.3

Decentralized resource sharing

Recently, many proposals for decentralization of GIS have been suggested to overcome the disadvantages of centralization. As foreseen by Foster and Iamnitchi
in [20], significant interest has gained concerning P2P technologies, a field of computer science dealing with large-scale fault-tolerant decentralized applications, to
create fully-decentralized GIS. Recent trends in P2P indeed suggest the creation of
overlay networks (i.e. virtual networks built on top of another physical network)
avoiding centralized control and allowing clever discovery mechanisms.
This study is mainly based on a complete survey carried out by Ranjan et al.
in [50] about the different decentralized approaches proposed so far.
Complete graph topology
The most naive approach is a network where every resource is linked to each other.
This results in a network topology graph where every pair of distinct nodes is connected by an edge, i.e. a complete graph. In this system, every resource periodically
broadcasts to others about its features.
This is indeed widely implemented in ubiquitous computing systems. Every
resource (typically device) advertises themselves to others via multicast groups.
This is for example the case in the Jini, Bluetooth or UPnP technologies.
The main drawback of this is obviously its lack of scalability and the fact that
it is very communication intensive. It cannot be implemented on top of high-level
protocols like TCP or HTTP since it will lead to serious network congestions.

3.2.4

Unstructured overlay network

In an unstructured overlay network, no constraints are set on how nodes maintain
network connections with each other. There is no constraint about where the data
(i.e. the resource information) is located.
A typical unstructured P2P systems is Gnutella where peers are organized in a
random graph. Search and discovery in Gnutella are often done by flooding. When a
node in the overlay receives a discovery request, it broadcasts it to all of its neighbors
until the request reaches the target node (or until the request message TTL expires).
This is the method suggested by [34] for resource discovery in a Grid computing
environment. The Proactive framework [36] also suggests a Gnutella-like resource
discovery system [11]. Other systems like Freenet rely on unstructured overlays.
Such systems often provide a high flexibility to churn and bootstrap mechanisms.
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Some also suggests methods to maintain truly random graphs (e.g. Cyclon [66])
which avoid clustering and enable better resource sharing and access.
The flooding discovery is however far from being efficient and it also consumes
many messages. It is not so scalable: the more nodes, the longer the discovery.
Other techniques like performing several random walks have been proposed to decrease this overhead [41], however they are not deterministic (i.e. all resources may
not be visited).
FastTrack and Kazaa overlay networks use the concept of super peers. According
to [73], "a super peer is a node in a P2P network that operates both as a server to a
set of clients, and as an equal in a network of super peers". Those special peers have
better availability and are able to route efficiently discovery queries to other super
peers, hopefully decreasing the discovery time and overhead. However, the flooding
algorithm is still used. Super peers inspired systems like JXTA [25], which organizes
peers into groups and suggests the notion of RendezVous peers to route discovery
queries between different groups. Peers are also provided some cache to speed up
their queries. The task execution framework JPPF [69] has a similar approach.
Structured overlay network
In structured overlay networks, the network topology complies with a defined structure (ring, tree, torus...). It means that each node should maintain a list of neighbors
according to the topology.
Structured overlay networks are typically implemented by Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). DHTs can be compared to traditional hash table data structures that
we can find in some languages (like Java or C#). This data structure works by
associating a key to the data. When one wants to store some data (like an object,
a file or a resource description...), hash tables apply a hash function (like SHA-1)
on it or on some metadata to compute a key (or keyId) and store the data at a
memory address corresponding to that key. In the case of DHTs, one associates the
object with a key and stores it somewhere on an overlay network. The key enables
any peer to look up for the data across the network.
Chord [59], CAN [51], Pastry [53], Tapestry [75] and Kademlia [42] are examples
of DHTs that allow efficient key lookup routing in O(log(N )) where N is the number
of nodes in the system. They are resistant to high churn, allow load balancing and
some suggest different improvements (like data replication, location awareness...).
DHTs are nowadays used by some systems (e.g. eMule, Overnet or Tribler are
systems using DHTs) and are promising P2P technologies.
One should notice that in the case of DHTs, one cannot really control where
the data will be placed. As a result, in the case of a resource discovery involving
DHTs, queried resource descriptions are not hosted by the resources themselves but
their locations are constrained by the computed key. This appear to be a problem
if resources have to update their descriptions on this remote node and if this update
may change the location of the data. However the main advantage of DHT is
that the data is balanced over all the peers. That is why in the case of DHT one
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may rather suggest that jobs are published in the DHT and resources are the ones
performing the discovery queries. The point is that these resources can be part of
the DHT.
Besides, one can legitimately argue that DHTs are not sufficient since they only
allow 1-dimension queries. Indeed, in DHTs it is only possible to access data by its
key, but discovery involves complex queries implying several attributed (what we
call d-dimensional queries where d is the number of attributes) sometimes involving
range queries (like "free hard disk space must be lower than 2 GB").
Some solutions have been suggested for range queries like P-Grid [32] or SkipNet [31]. This is indeed feasible to adapt DHTs for range queries. d-dimensional
queries are however a complex problem. Ranjan et al. make a survey of how DHTs
have been adapted to allow d-dimensional queries [50] .
• Space filling curves (SFC) are mathematical objects that maps a d-dimensional
space into a 1-dimensional space. Curves like the Z-curve or the Hilbert’s curve
(see figure 3.3) are used by some systems to [50]. By mapping the d attributes
of a description to a point on a 1-dimension curve, this point can then be
hashed and put in a regular DHT. However, this approach suffers from the
"curse of dimensionality" as d increases. That means that it fails to uniformly
distribute the load among nodes when d is high.
• Tree-based structures make use of trees to organize the data and balance the
load. [50] refers to the use of quadtrees for some solutions. Quadtrees can be
used to partition a d-dimensional space by recursively subdividing it into 2d
quadrants. This allows the decomposition of the space into adaptable cells
(when a threshold capacity is reached, the cell is split). By assigning one cell
for each peer, this allows a better load-balanced mapping of the d-dimension
space of resource description.
• Multiple DHTs can be used for each attributes. This kind of systems has been
implemented by Mercury or SWORD [1]. These systems can however be hard
to maintain if d is very high.
Hybrid approaches
Hybrid approaches suggest the merge of unstructured and structured overlay networks. As presented in [12], Structurella suggests for example to build Gnutella
over a structured overlay.
Kelips [30] adopts also an hybrid approach. In this overlay, peers periodically
gossip to discover new members and also cache the results of lookups. By making
use of this cache, Kelips improve the search into the overlay.
Others [16] suggest to build several structures over an unstructured overlay so
that nodes with similar resource properties are linked together. If this is efficient
in the case of few attributes, it may be hard to set up with many heterogeneous
resource nodes.
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Figure 3.3. A Hilbert’s space filling curve mapping a 2-dimensional space to a
1-dimensional curve. This figure has been drawn using the Maple computer algebra
system based on the algorithm described in [71].

3.2.5

Discussion

Performance and efficiency
With few resources, the centralized approach appears to give correct performance.
The Condor system is for example widely used for management of clusters. However,
when dealing with an increasing number of resource nodes, the hierarchical system
gives better results. One may regret it is quite hard to set up and maintain and
that several nodes of the hierarchy become single points of failure. One drawback of
this architecture is also that resource should keep sending updates to their reference
servers. This is shown by the performance benchmark carried out in [56], but it
also underlines the fact that Web service implementations may be less responsive.
The decentralized solution appears thus to be more suitable for a great scalability. Great performance has been achieved and research seems to be promising,
especially in the field of structured overlay networks. If DHTs enable very efficient
lookup they have serious drawbacks as it is not able to control the placement of the
data and d-dimensional queries involve complex mechanisms. On the other side,
unstructured overlay offers a more natural placement of data (here resource holds
their own resource descriptions which avoid constant update messaging) and makes
d-dimensional queries convenient. However, the query and discovery mechanisms
are more costly, which makes unstructured overlays not as scalable as DHTs.
Standardization and level of maturity
P2P solutions seem still to be a hot research subject and few standardization effort or widely accepted solutions appear. If the field of DHTs seems promising,
it is still much focused on file sharing systems and most implementations are still
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very application-specific. Moreover, the current concrete DHTs are far from being
transposed to the needs expressed by high-throughput computing.
Unstructured overlays seem to be more developed. The Gnutella protocol has
been widely implemented, although most are in the context of file sharing. ProActive, JXTA or JPPF are examples of concrete framework allowing the design of
unstructured P2P applications. However, if JXTA has been putting effort to be
a standard for the development of P2P applications, it seems that this effort has
lately lessened. The ProActive approach seems interesting but does not comply
with any standard and lack some flexibility (it only allows Gnutella-like discovery).
Concerning JPPF, the open-source project has a similar approach as JXTA but
based on an hand-made protocol and it also lacks some performance evaluations
and benchmarks with other solutions.
On the contrary, the central and hierarchical approaches have been implemented
by numerous Grid frameworks and abides by a wide range of conventions. For example, GT4 aims to implement the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) defined
by the Global Grid Forum which standardizes the mechanisms of Grid computing
infrastructures. MDS-4 is clearly the result of this standardization effort. Thus, centralized and hierarchical approaches appear to be more mature and widely adopted
than decentralized solutions.
This difference between the P2P and the Grid community was already highlighted by [20]. This can be explained by the fact that the research goals of these
two fields are not necessarily the same. Grid computing has always put much effort
on designing a very robust infrastructure for resource sharing across well-trusted
organizations (typically scientific organizations). On the contrary, P2P systems
propose a wide-range of application-specific protocols and deal with millions of untrusted nodes over the Internet.

Security
Admittedly security has never been a main concern of P2P research. Most P2P
papers focus more on efficient message routing rather than on security issues. However, [57] gives a good overview of security issues in overlay network like DHTs.
The main security threats are: incorrect behaviors inside the network (a malicious
peer to trick the system, for instance by retaining information or not routing messages), Sybil attacks (when the same malicious node can control several peers into
the system), eavesdropping and distributed denial of service (DDoS).
Mechanisms can be proposed to solve these problems but can sometimes lead
to performance drawbacks (like digitally sign every message between peers which
implies the existence of a certificate authority). On the contrary centralized and
hierarchical approaches prevent these security leaks, but requires a security infrastructure anyway (secure connection to server, trusted certificates...). Grid solutions
like GT4 are very complete in this field.
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Conclusion
We have reviewed different solutions to enable sharing of resources. We have seen the
centralized and hierarchical approaches which are simple to set up but suffer from
performance, scalability and single point of failure drawbacks. Server clustering can
be seen as a solution to slightly tackle these issues. Many concrete solutions (most
coming from the Grid computing research) can be found in this area.
Recent efforts have been made to decentralize the resource sharing infrastructure, but at the cost of more communication messages. However, many solutions
have been identified to sharply decrease this overhead and make the solutions very
scalable, efficient and failure tolerant. Nevertheless, one may regret the lack of
concrete generic framework to ease the implementation of such systems except via
hand-made solutions.
To conclude, it appears that the most suitable solutions are semi-centralized
approaches. They allow a very good flexibility, scalability and failure tolerance
which are very important requirements for the prototype to develop in the scope
of this Master thesis. Our choice is thus to focus on a clustered indexing approach
which has the advantage to be a trade-off between the centralized and the fullydecentralized approaches.

3.3

Resource selection and scheduling

Once a task is submitted and is pending in some queue, the challenge is indeed to
select the right resource that will execute the task in an optimal way.
Scheduling is indeed a complex problem given the heterogeneous resources and
tasks to deal with. This implies many parameters to take into account. Given
a set of pending jobs, making the right scheduling decision is indeed a NP-hard
problem [26].
Therefore, this section aims to review several resource selection and scheduling
approaches. It will especially focus on their performance and their convenience for
a viable task execution environment following the Amadeus requirements.

3.3.1

Explicit selection

In earlier systems from the 1990s, like NQE (Network Queuing Environment) [35],
PBS (Portable Batch System) [9] or LSF [76], it was the role of the task submitter to
specify the resources where the tasks should run: either explicitly (like by specifying
directly the IP address and the port number of the resource node) either via a queue
bound to a set of particular resources. This is the kind of approach adopted by the
current execution system at Amadeus (see section 2.3 for more details) since all
tasks are posted to a single database which stands for a queue.
Explicitly specifying the resource requires the omniscience of the task submitter
about all the resources in the systems. Admittedly enough it is far from being the
case in real systems with many computers. On the other hand, if the submission
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is done over a well-known network, this can be feasible. If one have a system that
provide a discovery service, the submitter can also use this discovery service himself
to select the right resource (like using an SQL request for a centralized solution).
Nevertheless, the main drawback is that the user lack here access and location
transparency. It may also be very long to select the right resource manually.
On the other hand, submitting jobs to specific queues only requires the task
submitter to know about the queues. Queuing systems are really well-developed
nowadays. One example is the Java Message Service (JMS) which enable queue and
topic mechanisms. However, this does not scale well with the number of different
tasks to deal with.
When posting the task into a queue, the queuing mechanisms generally relies
on scheduling algorithms to efficiently assigned a set of tasks to nodes. Below some
important scheduling algorithms met in the literature are detailed.
First In, First Out (FIFO) This is the simplest algorithm (currently implemented by the current system at Amadeus). The submitted tasks are queued and
the scheduler assigns first the oldest submitted tasks. This algorithm is fairly simple
but is not really efficient because it does not take into account the resource and task
properties. Therefore, it does not really maximize the throughput.
Round-robin In the round-robin scheduling algorithm, each submitted task is
placed in a queue. The round-robin scheduling algorithm sends the first submitted
task to the first available resource node in its list for a limited amount of time. Once
the deadline is reached, the task is removed from the resource and placed again in
the queue.
The constraint of this algorithm is obviously that one should be able to pause a
job and resume it later if the time allocated to the resource was too short. This may
be a complex problem: how to pause the thread of execution and save the whole
state to resume it later. It may not be feasible in the general case.
Limited Best Assignment (LBA) The LBA algorithm [8] assumes a function
to make estimations of the duration of task execution for each machine. This
algorithm randomly takes a task in the queue and assign it to the resource with the
best expected execution time.
This algorithm is more intelligent than the first mentioned above since one
allocate the tasks to the best nodes. However, this estimation may be difficult to
obtain, even if some mechanism exists [33]. Besides, with such an algorithm the
load of the nodes may not be fairly balanced since the best resource nodes will be
subject to high demand.
[8] notes that the LBA algorithm reflects the behavior of early supercomputer
human users: they used to start manually their task without examining what was
inside the queue.
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The Min-min and Max-min algorithms In the Min-min algorithm [33], the
completion time is computed for each pending tasks on each nodes. Then, the
scheduler selects the minimum completion time and allocates the corresponding
task to the corresponding node. It removes the task from the queue and repeats
the process until the queue is empty.
The Max-min is similar to the Min-min algorithm. Indeed, instead of selecting
the task with the minimum completion time, it takes the one with the maximum
completion time.
These heuristic appear to be efficient [33] and are indeed fairly simple to implement. In the case of the Min-min (resp. Max-min), one can however wonder if tasks
with long (resp. short) completion time will eventually be executed if one have a
continuous flow of short (resp. long) submitted tasks. This can lead to safety issues,
i.e. some task can never be executed.
Another approach, the Greedy algorithm, combines the Min-min and Max-min
heuristics [8]. It is however more complex.

3.3.2

Matchmaking

Symmetric attribute-based matching
Regarding the drawbacks stated above, the Condor scheduler has came with a new
strategy to select resources for specific tasks [49]. In Condor, resources and jobs
describe themselves in terms of advertisements called ClassAds. To explain the
mechanisms involved, the Condor team refers to the metaphor of a newspaper. In
a newspaper, resources and jobs publish their ads. It is then up to the scheduler
to find matching between these advertisements. Since resources and jobs describe
themselves with the same attributes, Condor is called a symmetric attribute-based
matching system. Listings 3.1 and 3.2 respectively describe a resource node ClassAd
and a submitted job ClassAd.
Type = "Machine";
Activity = "Idle";
KeyboardIdle = 2112;
Disk = 2000000; // in KB
Memory = 512; // in MB
State = "Unclaimed";
Arch = "INTEL";
KFlops = 21893;
OpSys = "WINDOWS";
Name = "foo1.bar";
Friends = { "Alice", "Bob" };
Untrusted = { "Eve", "Trudy" };
Rank = member(other.Owner, Friends);
Constraint = !member(other.Owner, Untrusted) && KeyboardIdle>15*60;
Listing 3.1. A ClassAd describing a resource node
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Type = "Job";
Owner = "Alice";
Cmd = "ant_job";
Memory = 128;
Rank = other.KFlops/1000 + other.Memory/32;
Constraint =
other.Type == "Machine"
&& Arch == "INTEL"
&& OpSys == "WINDOWS"
&& Disk >= 10000
&& other.Memory >= self.Memory;
Listing 3.2. A ClassAd describing a job

ClassAds are human-readable. In the first ClassAd, the workstation describes
its different properties (memory, disk space, CPU...). The KeyboardIdle field refers
to the time elapsed since the keyboard has been touched. The rank attribute allows
the resource to set priorities to the jobs submitted to the node. In this case, the
resource has a set of friends (Alice and Bob) that it will grant first. Finally, the
constraint attribute states that the job will not be executed if it has been submitted
by someone the resource node does not trust (i.e. Eve or Trudy). Equally, the
resource will not execute any job if the keyboard has not been idle for at least 15
minutes.
The Classads for job requirements are similar. As shown in listing 3.2, several
fields can describe the properties for the job (command, owner, memory requirements...), as well as a rank function to make a hierarchy over the different resources
and a constraint field describing conditions concerning the required resource.
Condor performs matchmaking between pairwise specifications and finally allocates resources accordingly. This kind of framework seems very convenient and
allows very refined descriptions. It allows every resource owner to specify their own
policy and every job submitter to specify their own requirements. The only constraint is that all resources and jobs should agree on the same schema. This method
can also work in a push-based mode (jobs requiring some resource) as well as in a
pull-based mode (resources requiring some job).
One of the drawback of this method is the limitations to the binary matching
(one job requires one resource). To address this issue, some extensions of the ClassAds mechanisms have been found to enable gang matching (e.g. a request looking
for two Linux machines to transfer files from one to another) or set matching (e.g.
when looking for a set of machines whose aggregate characteristic like the sum of all
available disk space satisfy some constraints). Albeit richer, these kinds of extension
do not appear to be necessary in the case of simple tasks which can run on single
resource nodes.
For example, SWORD [1] adapts the ClassAds of Condor. In SWORD, resource
requirements are associated to a utility function. SWORD has a clever optimizer
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which tries to maximize this function. What is interesting here is that the whole
query is performed in a complete decentralized way by using several DHTs.
Constraint-satisfaction-based matching
Similarly to the Condor ClassAds approach, the RedLine description language [40]
moves from a matching language based on mere logic formulas to a constraint programming (CP) approach [7]. CP is a field of computer science concerning complex
problem solving. CP models the problem as a set of constraints between variables
over a domain of values: this is called a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP).
Solving a CSP problem is NP-hard but clever algorithms have been designed. Typically, a CP solver will intelligently propagate the constraints over the domains and
eventually reach solutions satisfying all the constraints. CP has been used for a
wide range of problems, especially complex combinatorial optimization problems
like planning.
Several CP solvers are available on the market and implement a wide range of
different constraint propagators: constraints over integer, over sets, over booleans...
Some are available as separate frameworks like Gecode [24] or integrated to declarative languages like Prolog in Sicstus Prolog [4] or SWI-Prolog [70].
The idea of RedLine is thus to describe resources and requests for resources as
a CSP. This allows very sophisticated resource and request declarations. It is for
example possible to require a set of resources such as their aggregate free space is
higher than 10 GB in one constraints. In [40], the authors of RedLine also define a
matchmaking algorithm which can efficiently assign a set of jobs to a set of resource
using CSP solving algorithms.
Ontology-based matchmaking
The common assumption of the previous matchmaking approaches is that resource
descriptions and resource requirements agree on a common schema and semantic
to enable the matchmaking. As underlined by [61], it is hard to introduce new
matching concepts into these systems. The authors consider the operating system
requirements as an example: a task may require a Unix workstation, but this term
cover a wide range of different operating systems: Linux, Sun Solaris...
The ontology-based matchmaking [61] addresses this challenge by using Semantic Web technologies like the Resource Description Framework (RDF), ontologies
and rules. RDF is an extensive XML-based format to define resources as as a set of
hentity, predicate, objecti triples. This framework enables the creation of ontologies
which are high-level abstractions to specify semantics via knowledge representation
primitives. Technologies like Web Ontology Language (OWL) are nowadays popular to define ontologies. Finally, rules are elaborated mechanisms to reason over the
combination of RDF statements and ontologies. Based on these technologies, the
ontology-based matchmaking system enables a seamless intelligent matchmaking of
resources to jobs.
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The positive aspect of this technology is that is abides by standards recommended by the W3C (RDF and OWL). It is also very flexible and enables a better
maintenance of all resource descriptions. It is also particularly suitable when several organizations with different policies and resource descriptions are putting in
common their resources. This technology allows semantical bridging.
Other standards are also existing concerning resource description, like the GLUE
Schema [5]. This schema proposes a standard framework to describe resource and
might be a good solution to get rid of the interoperability problems. This schema
has been implemented into the Globus Toolkit [19]. The Job Submission Description
Language (JSDL) [6] is also another standards proposed by the Global Grid Forum
concerning the description of requirements at job submission.
However, we may question the necessity of such a complex matchmaking infrastructure at the first iterations of a prototype development. This is still besides an
active field of research and few available frameworks are available.

3.3.3

Market-based approach

The market-based systems adopt a different approach of job scheduling and are
based on microeconomics. Resources are referred as goods and task submitters as
customers. The allocation of resources is thus up to the market and the supply and
demand law. The interest of this metaphor is to introduce some decentralized natural regulation of the resource allocation, which is particularly suitable in distributed
environments [65].
This has been successfully implemented by systems like Tycoon [37], a scheduler
developed by Hewlett Packard. In Tycoon, task submitters are all given an initial
budget that they can spend to allocate their jobs. When submitting a task, the
client specifies the required types of resource, the time for holding the resource and
the price it is willing to pay for it. Then, the system organizes everything as a large
auction and allocates the resource to the one offering the most. More sophisticated,
the Nimrod-G scheduler [10] adopts a similar approach and allows negotiations and
a more elaborated market setup.
One problem is about the initial amount of money one should put into the
system at the beginning and also how to maintain this amount of money into the
system. The ideal system would be a closed resource sharing where submitters are
also resource providers, so that the money earned can be reused for task submission.
In the case of an open system, [37] suggests that each day the administrator resets
the amount of money in the system and gives to each user a new budget to consume.
The administrator can thus prioritize some submitters more than others.
The market-based approach seems interesting, especially when dealing with a
distributed execution environment with heterogeneous resource and untrusted submitters. By defining independent game-based strategies, the overall result can lead
to interesting and flexible behaviors. The main drawback is concerning the lack of
control one have concerning the global dispatching strategy. Putting constraints on
this market can break the good properties of this approach.
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Other scheduling techniques

We should finally say that scheduling is still an active field of research and many
elaborated algorithms are being developed.
One may indeed think of looking at artificial intelligence techniques to efficiently schedule tasks over nodes. Some solutions are indeed referring to neural networks [46], genetic algorithms [45] and other artificial intelligence or meta-heuristic
techniques.
This work seems promising but is still an on-going field of research. Few implementations have been done or they are very application-specific (for example for
scientific computation applications). In this context, we cannot really say these
algorithms are mature enough to meet our requirements, but however, it would be
a good idea that the scheduling part of the final prototype is designed as a modular
component that may be replaced when one of these algorithm appear to be mature
enough. This can be done via the strategy design pattern for example.

3.3.5

Discussion

It exists many scheduling algorithms and heuristics. Due to the wide range of application domains it deals with (high-throughput computing, factory planning, CPU
scheduling...), one may understand this wide variety and high-level abstraction. The
conclusion one can reach is that in the scope of the Master project, the scheduling
part should be generic enough to enable the implementation of different scheduling
algorithms, heuristics and policies. As stated before, this can be done by a strategy
design pattern.
Explicit selection of resources or queue-based assignments are definitely not
suitable for Agent Manager for the sake of scalability and also for the sake of location
and access transparency. A task scheduler prototype should also deal with an
extensive variety of tasks. Explicit selection is simply not flexible enough to handle
the wide range of dispatching policies one may have to deal with.
On the other hand, the matchmaking techniques seem more viable than the
market-based scheduling, albeit interesting and flexible. Matchmaking techniques
provide an expressive language to precisely define the scheduling policy. On the
contrary, market-based techniques map the dispatching policy to mere market laws
and it can be hard to influence these mechanisms according to the desired policy.
The Condor matchmaking mechanism is however not sufficient for our needs and
it can be hard to reuse the Condor software for our prototype implementation. It
does not provide convenient Java API and especially, it assumes a centralized repository for all ClassAds and is not flexible enough to adapt itself to other discovery
infrastructures. For this Master project, one should then think of a ClassAds-like
home-made mechanism. This can be easy to program with the use of constraintprogramming frameworks and logic programming languages like Prolog.
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Task execution
Task submission to an agent

One can say that many technologies are available to enable remote execution of
tasks: Remote Procedure Call (RPC), Microsoft Distributed Component Object
Model (DCOM), Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI), Common Object Requesting Broker Architecture (CORBA)...
In the different reviewed scheduler solutions, the systems have very different
approaches. Some also suggest their own protocols like JPPF (communications are
over TCP) or ProActive (asynchronous RMI-like protocols). The main similarity of
these systems is that the tasks are passed via argument passing, optionally pointing
to a remote server where necessary files can be downloaded (like batch files).
To address this lack of standardization, GT4 [19] models the shared resources in
the system as Web services to allow more flexible and extensible interactions between
the components of the overall system. Web services have indeed the advantage to
be based on widely adopted XML-based standards and technologies for describing
and invoking remote services. Since the OGSA standard recommends the use of
stateful Web services, the involved Web services are implementing the Web service
Resource Framework (WSRF) specifications.
GT4 also implements a Globus Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) component. This component handles task submissions as well as the task life cycle
management (creation, allocation, run on the remote resource, results reception,
destruction...). The GT4 solution also provides GlobusFTP as a medium to transfer necessary files for task executions.
One may also cite the mobile agent solution. A mobile agent is a piece of
software which is able to migrate from computer to computer and continue its
execution on the destination node. This concept has arisen from the multi-agent
system research field but is qualified as an "orthogonal property of agents" [39]. As
opposed to RPC, a task is a piece of mobile code that will go to the resource nodes to
perform the desired operations. This approach allows a very flexible task execution
framework and the submission of complex tasks in an asynchronous way. [39] details
several advantages of mobile agents: flexibility, low network latency, dynamism,
fault-tolerance...
This approach is however complex to set up and is still an active field of research.
For example this leads to serious security issues. Enabling mobile code to move
around a network may be misused (e.g. viruses) and it is well-known that it is
impossible to verify with complete certainty that an arbitrary program is not a
virus [13]. One can however cite some mobile agent framework like Aglets for
Java (developed by the IBM Tokyo Research Laboratory) [38]. Multi-agent system
frameworks, like JADE [68], also allows mobility of agents. Nevertheless one may
object they do not have a real level of maturity.
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Task monitoring and control

Most surveyed solutions implement customized solutions concerning task monitoring
and control. For example, by putting checkpoints into the task native code where
actions can be taken.
On the other side, the GT4 monitoring service (i.e. MDS-4) [2] makes use of the
OGSA standards that allow access to status of the different resources (via the stateful web service mentioned above). This approach makes things really transparent
to the user but requires a complex configuration.
Finally, one can mention the JMX (Java Management Extensions) approach [44],
which has been embedded in the JDMK (Java Dynamic Management Kit) Sun Microsystems solution [43]. JMX provides a standard interface called MBeans (Manageable Beans) which allows the direct monitoring and management of applications.
MBeans are federated inside the agent via a MBeans server which provides to remote client the available operations on the different MBeans. This server can be
accessed with different protocols and several adapters are provided by the JMX
framework.
The possibilities offered by JMX are extensive. Initially, it was used to provide
remote administration of physical resources (like printers or servers via SNMP),
but one can easily think of MBeans to monitor and manage task executions as well
as the agents themselves. The JMX solution is nowadays widely used (like in the
JBoss application server). That is a reason why task execution frameworks like
JPPF suggest JMX extensions.

3.4.3

Deploying agents over resources

Agents are processes running on resources. They handle the execution of tasks as
well as the membership of their host resources to the overall system. This section
discusses how agents can be deployed over a resource. The main issue here is that
this deployment should be as less pervasive as possible so as not to infringe the
regular use of the resource. This is particularly an issue when the system is dealing
with workstations (i.e. machines that are not primarily dedicated to remote task
executions).
In the context of workstations, schedulers like Condor [62] detects idle machines
(no keyboard activity for a while for example). Some other frameworks like JPPF
even offer screen savers. The current system deployed at Amadeus runs the agents
as background daemons (as Windows services). Much simpler, Condor allows also
the resource owner to schedule when the resource can be used (like nighttime and
week-ends). Apart from these simple policy issues, we have seen that matchmaking
approaches of resource selection can be used by the resource owner to refine the
kind of tasks it is willing to accept (see section 3.3.2).
On the other hand, resource owners might also like to configure the access rights
to their resource. This can be motivated by security or performance considerations.
Basically the agent should run on a sandbox which isolates its activities from the
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rest of the system. This is a kind of virtualization approach used by the Tycoon
scheduler [37] .

3.5

Discussion and conclusions

After this literature study, one may conclude that the high-throughput computing
problem is rich and complex. One have indeed a wide range of approaches and
some are still hot topics of research. It is indeed hard to find a solution which
would completly solve all of the problems related to resource sharing and discovery,
resource selection and task execution. A customized approach seems suitable for the
realization of a high-throughput scheduler prototype meeting the needs expressed
by Amadeus. The only exception would be the Grid computing frameworks like
GT4 or Gridbus. These frameworks are however very complex and cover much
more than the high-throughput computing area.
Based on the discussions of the different sections, the design of this prototype will
therefore definitely focus on the flexibility of the implemented modules. The design
of Agent Manager will be based on a clustered architecture. This has indeed the
advantage to be a trade-off between centralization and full-decentralization. The
resource selection will be implemented as a strategy pattern, but the choice will
be oriented toward a refined customized matchmaking mechanism using constraint
programming to implement the algorithm. Concerning the mere task execution, the
framework will be home-made but based on the generic communication channel to
enable any kind of remote task execution approach. The prototype will however
use JMS and JMX as communication protocols. These protocols are indeed easy
to setup, which is definitely an advantage to quickly implement an operational
prototype.

Chapter 4

Design of Agent Manager
4.1
4.1.1

Agent Manager architecture
Agent Manager API

Based on the requirements (see section 2.2) and their analysis (see appendix A),
one can define five types of user of the Agent Manager system:
• Submitter clients, which submit tasks to the system
• Task manager clients, which perform management actions on the tasks already
submitted (like cancellation or status monitoring)
• Listeners, which are notified when events occur concerning tasks they have
subscribed to
• Administrator clients, which can modify properties of the system (manage
resource agents or modify dispatching policy and rules)
• Developers, which implement new tasks for Agent Manager
Typically, in the case of Jobber2, the State Machine Manager is both a submitter
client and a listener. We chose to divide these two roles for the sake of flexibility
of the Agent Manager component. Indeed, according to the requirements, Agent
Manager may be used by other systems.
As a result, every user interacts with the system via specific APIs:
• The submitter clients interact with the system via the submission API which
mainly exposes a submit method. This method takes several parameters:
– A task reference to retrieve the right implementation to execute (e.g.
Ant task)
– Task input parameters that will be passed to the concrete task execution
thread
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– Task dispatching data which constrain the dispatching and scheduling
among the different agents (e.g. the priority or the resource requirements)
– Task execution properties that constrain the task execution on the agent
side (e.g. the number of retries allowed on the same resource node in
case of error)
• The task manager clients use a task management API which can access and
modify the different properties of the tasks submitted to Agent Manager.
It exposes accessors to the properties of the task (e.g. when was the task
submitted, what is the priority of the task...) and action methods like stopTask
, pauseTask...
• The listeners make use of of the listener API which reacts to task notification
events coming from Agent Manager. It is then up to the listener component
to implement what code should be executed when such events occur.
• The administrators require an administration API to manage the resource
agents and the dispatching rules.
• The task developers implement new tasks for Agent Manager via the task
implementation API. This is mainly a library to help the development and
deployment of tasks.

4.1.2

Design choices

Based on the conclusions of the literature study carried out in chapter 3, this Master
project took the indexing approach.
As shown in figure 4.1, the model aims to divide the system in two main physical
components.
• Schedulers, which handle the task submission requests and cleverly assign
them to the right agents while optimizing the execution throughput
• The agents, which basically execute the tasks over the resources
Thus, one have a cluster of schedulers to avoid single point of failure and to
allow load balancing as well as scalability with the number of agents. On the
other hand, all schedulers share the same knowledge about tasks and agents in the
system. Sharing memory can be done with distributed algorithms: [29] gives a good
introduction to this problem. The choice of the Master project is to use a common
central database where information is stored and available for every scheduler.
This approach can appear awkward to avoid single point of failure (the database
would be here the single point of failure), but many clustered database solutions are
nowadays available and show a good resistance to the single point of failure problem.
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Figure 4.1. Architecture overview of Agent Manager.

It can also be hard to set up our own shared memory approach to implement transaction mechanisms or complex data queries (what databases already implement).
Last but not least, we aim to deploy the schedulers into a J2EE environment, where
nice Java solutions like Hibernate or JPA enable convenient persistence management.
On the other hand, agents are basically processes running on the resource nodes.
Their role is mainly to accept task submissions transmitted by the schedulers and
execute them. To make them portable to a wide range of resources, they have been
implemented as lightweight Java programs. They are easy to deploy and can be
wrapped to be run as background daemons on the resource nodes.
Concerning notifications, they are sent to the listeners in a topic/subscriber way.
This allows several listeners for the same task. Hence a notification topic where every
event is posted. We chose JMS for the implementation of this messaging paradigm.
Concerning the administration of agents, a client-server approach has been built
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to monitor and control each agent. These multiple client-server communication are
wrapped within a unified administration API. For this purpose, one take advantage
of the data about agents stored in the underlying database.
Equally for the task management clients: the task management API uses the
information contained in the database to locate where the task to manage is located.
If the task is executed by some agent, it contacts this agent and interacts with
the task execution management interface in a client-server way. Similarly to the
agent administration, this makes the task management use case location and access
transparent by wrapping this within a unique graphical user interface.
The implementation of tasks is done via the use of a particular Java library (the
task implementation framework). The deployment of these tasks have then to be
done on the scheduler and the agent sides.

4.2

The scheduler component

Section 2.2 about requirements states that the main function of the Agent Manager
system is the submission and execution of atomic tasks. Agent Manager basically
exposes an API where other applications (like the State Machine Manager component of Jobber2) can submit tasks. This submission is directly transmitted to a
scheduler, which is then in charge of managing the queue of pending tasks, finding
the right resources for all tasks and allocate them to the relevant agents. Schedulers
also maintain the consistency of the database storing information about agents and
submitted tasks.

4.2.1

Overview and the task life cycle

The way the submitted tasks are handled is straightforward. The tasks are placed
in some task queue. They are then scheduled and allocated to an agent where it
will eventually be executed. As a result, for the scheduler point of view, tasks abide
by a particular life cycle (see figure 4.2). Note that this life cycle is different from
the task execution life cycle on the agent side (presented in figure 4.6).
A task goes through different states.
• In the pending state, the task has been put in the queue and is ready to be
scheduled.
• Once a scheduling session is started, the task moves to a scheduling state. In
this state, the scheduler component tries to find the right agent where the
task can be allocated. This is when the scheduling algorithm takes place.
• If the scheduling session results in an allocation, the task moves to an allocated
state. Theoretically the task is now executed on the agent side.
• Finally, once the task has been executed, the task moves to a finished state.
It can also happen that the task moves to a finished state while still in the
queue (e.g. when the task time-to-live expires)
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Figure 4.2. The task life cycle from the scheduler point of view.

4.2.2

The scheduler object model

Figure 4.3 gives an overview of the scheduler components.
• The TaskSubmitter objects handle the task submissions. They are used directly by the task submitter. They issue the task submission ID used to
uniquely identify a task in the whole Agent Manager system.
• The task is then transmitted to the QueueManager which is the interface with
the component holding the task information. The queue manager can queue
incoming tasks coming from the task submitters as well as providing the list
of all available tasks to the scheduler
• The TaskInformationManager is the component holding information about
the tasks submitted to the system (this information is modeled by
TaskInformation objects). It typically has a connection to some data source
via a TaskInformationAdaptor.
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Figure 4.3. The object model of the scheduler.

• The AgentInformationManager has a similar role but for the information about
agents present in the system (which is modeled as AgentInformation objects). Once again, this component is plugged to some datasource via a
AgentInformationAdaptor.
• The Scheduler object is the core component of the system. When a scheduling session starts, it takes the pending tasks from the QueueManager and
information about available agents from the AgentInformationManager and
then tries to find the optimal allocations. Since the scheduling activity includes many algorithmic aspects, the strategy design pattern has been used:
hence the SchedulingStrategy class. The matchmaking algorithm is then
simply modeled by the MatchmakingSchedulingStrategy class inheriting from
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SchedulingStrategy1 . In this particular strategy, the scheduling relies on additional data hosted by a DispatchingRulesManager component.

• Finally, once the scheduling activity is over and results in some task allocations, the information embedded in the AgentInformation object can lead to
the creation of AgentSubmissionClient objects which concretely submit the
tasks to the agents.

4.2.3

Task submission

The submission API of the TaskSubmission object is the entry point where users
submit tasks which will be queued, scheduled and eventually executed on an agent.
The task submission object holds information about the task to submit:
• A TaskReference which will help the agent to retrieve the task implementation.
This object basically contains the name of the task (e.g. ant task) and its
version.
• A TaskInputs objects which hold the parameters that will be passed to the
task at the execution. These parameters are stored in a HashMap object as
tuples (name, value).
• A TaskDispatchingProperties object which holds data about the scheduling
constraints of the task. For example, the task may have constraints regarding
the kind of resource it wants to be executed on. It also contains priority
constraints and the time-to-live (TTL) value, i.e. the date until when the
task is allowed to be scheduled before being removed.
• A TaskExecutionProperties object containing data about the task execution
on the agent side
– The number of runs allowed on the same agent (a task can be retried
after an error).
– A boolean saying if the task can be rescheduled (rescheduling may happen
after a certain number of errors).
The object also has references to the event handlers to transmit the task events
to. An event handler should implement a particular interface (the implementation
is up to the task event listener). These event handlers may be used for listening to
task termination events or for logging purposes (see chapter 5.2 about the messaging
in Agent Manager for more details)
The submitter submits the task via the submit method. The submit method
returns a TaskSubmissionID which uniquely identifies the task during its life inside
Agent Manager. It will also help to create the listeners to be notified by the outcome.
1

The matchmaking algorithm is explained in more detailed in chapter 5.3
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The submission of tasks is in fact done in two steps (but these two steps are
hidden to the task submission client). Once a task is submitted, it is stored in a
temporary queue. To have time to bind the event listeners to the task submission
ID, putting the task in the pending state (i.e. ready for scheduling) will be really
done in a second step using an internal commit(TaskSubmissionID) method.

4.2.4

Information management

As a matter of fact, schedulers are based on a persisted knowledge. As written
before, every scheduler of the same cluster is based on a common database. The
diagram in figure 4.4 illustrates the persisted data.

Figure 4.4. Database diagram of Agent Manager.

One can notice that all table names start with the prefix TP_AM which stands
for Table Permanent and Agent Manager. This is helpful for the deployment of the
table in a database which is used by other applications.
One can classify the data stored in the database in the following categories:
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• Data about the agents. The list of agents is basically stored in the TP_AM_Agent
tables. One may find in the columns all features of the agent: the name (to
uniquely identify the agent in the system), the machine where the agent is
running, the URL address where tasks can be submitted, the state, the ranking
function and the number of available threads. The agent also holds a list of
predicates and constraints. The meaning of these properties are explained in
chapters 4.3 and 5.3.
• Data about the tasks which have been submitted to the system. Agent
Manager store information about what have been submitted: task reference, task execution properties, task parameters and the task dispatching properties. This information is stored in the TP_AM_TaskSubmission,
TP_AM_TaskSubmissionParamater, TP_AM_TaskSubmissionDispatchingData and
TP_AM_TaskSubmissionConstraint tables.
The database also hold an
history about the states tasks have been through (stored in the
TP_AM_TaskSubmissionStatus table).
• Data about the schedulers involved in Agent Manager. This is stored in the
TP_AM_Scheduler table.
• Data about the task references. Task references help the agent to retrieve the
task implementation. A task reference is uniquely identified by its name and
its version. The list of possible task references that can be submitted is stored
in the TP_AM_TaskReference table. To help the submitter to define the right
parameters, the list of parameters required when invoking a task reference are
stored in the TP_AM_TaskParameter table. This table also held data about the
outputs a task execution may issue.
• The dispatching rules. These rules define general policy which may influence
the dispatching of tasks over the agents (see chapter 5.3). These rules are
stored in the TP_AM_SchedulingRule table.
One may notice that the data stored in this database is dynamic. For example,
the value of aNumAvailableThreads can change rapidly. Hence the need of "sensors"
to maintain this data as up to date as possible. By sensor we mean a background
process in charge of reflecting some system properties change to the database.
Agent Manager should implement different sensors:
• Sensors to receive agent data updates from the agents (e.g. the free space
available on the agent resource has changed to a new value). They update the
database accordingly.
• Task termination sensors to update the status of tasks.
• Agent and scheduler failure detectors to update the availability of these components and optionally reschedule some tasks (unfortunately, these sensors
have only been partially implemented because of time issues).
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• Periodical refresh processes which, for example, check the time to live of the
pending tasks and remove them from the queue if the deadline is over.

4.3

The agent architecture

As stated before, an agent is only a process running on a remote resource node.
It handles the execution of allocated tasks. As a result, the agent is also a key
component of the Agent Manager system.

4.3.1

Task submission and execution

The main use case of the agent component is the execution of tasks. This subsection
details the submission and execution mechanisms illustrated by the class diagram
of figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5.
diagram.

The task submission and execution mechanisms presented as a class

Here is a description of the role of each object presented in the object model.
• The TaskSubmissionManager receives the task submissions from the schedulers.
However, it does not expose directly the server interface which can be implemented by various adaptors. In our implementation, the server handles
submission via a JMX MBean. This solution has been adopted since an agent
JMX server has already been designed for the task execution management
and the agent management (see sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.4). Adding a submission MBean was not complicated in the scope of prototyping. However, for
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future work, other kinds of server can be implemented (like an RMI server or
even a Web service front-end).
• The task is then transferred to the TaskAcceptanceManager which checks that
the task description abides by the agent acceptance policy. This allows the
resource owner where the agent is installed to control what tasks can or cannot
be executed on its resource. The definition of the policy can be done the same
way the scheduling process is done on the scheduler side (i.e. via a conjunction
of constraints about the task properties). In the case of this Master project,
only ACCEPT_ALL and REFUSE_ALL policies have been implemented.
• The AgentInformationManager is in charge of hosting information about the
agent and the host resource. The aim is to design a local knowledge database.
In the case of the submission, the data provided by the knowledge base, can
thus be used for more refined task acceptance policy. For example, it is then
possible to say not to accept a task is the CPU load is higher than a define
threshold (given that the CPU load is provided by the agent information
manager). More important, the information is also transmitted to the Agent
Manager database with topic-based communication.
• Once the task is accepted, the TaskImplementationRetriever is in charge of
retrieving the task implementation given the information of the task reference.
One can think of different ways to store these correspondences (via a database
or a flat file where correspondence entries are stored). In the prototype, the
correspondences have been hard coded (this is of course a temporary solution).
• Once the concrete task implementation is retrieved and instantiated, the role
of the TaskExecutionController object is to wrap and control the execution
thread and handle the task execution management actions (like stop or pause
actions). The execution controller manages the task execution lifecycle (see
figure 4.6) and also manages notifications to the registered task listeners.
• Task executions are all tracked by a central TaskExecutionsContainer which
also manages the attribution of resource locks (given the number of available
threads for task execution).

4.3.2

Task execution management

To handle the management of a task execution, the object managing the management request has been called TaskExecutionManager. Each TaskExecutionController
is connected to a TaskExecutionManager object.
The JMX interface
For our implementation, we have made the choice of JMX. Integrated to J2SE since
its 5.0 version, JMX indeed allows a great flexibility to design rich management
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Figure 4.6. The task execution life cycle. The execution of a task goes through
several states. The different states are here presented with the possible transitions.
Transitions are either management actions from a task manager client (e.g. stop a
task) or explicit actions from the implementation (e.g. raise an error).

interfaces. Basically, the JMX solution offers a container (the JMX server) where
management interfaces can be registered. These interfaces are called MBeans and
provide a flexible and easy way to define and describe management operations.
Besides, the JMX server can be accessed by different protocols, like RMI or as a
Web service (via SOAP invocation), which makes it portable to a wide range of
distributed environments (from local area networks to wide area network where
firewall crossing may be an issue).
For Agent Manager, RMI connectors have been chosen (to avoid the installation of Web service hosting framework on resources hosting agents). Furthermore,
task execution management interfaces have been done as a standard MBean, which
means an MBean whose interface remain unchanged during the MBean lifecycle.
One may think of evolving later to a dynamic MBean to avoid the invocation of
unauthorized method (e.g. to prevent the client to invoke the stop method on a
non-stoppable task). The choice of the standard MBean has been made because
its design can be done in a convenient and fast way, whereas the design of dynamic MBeans requires some more work (especially the implementation of several
MBeanInfo objects). Thus, in Agent Manager, unauthorized actions are simply handled by throwing exception to the user.
The implementation of a standard MBean is very straightforward. It is
based on conventions defined by the JMX specification. First, one defines a
JMXTaskExecutionManagerMBean interface which specifies all the management methods to expose. Second, one implements these methods in a JMXTaskExecutionManager
class. The deployment on the JMX server is done via the javax.management package.
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Task execution management operations
One can distinguish several possible operations implemented for task execution management:
• Get information about the task and the task execution. These are
indeed primary needs and include data like: what is the current state of the
execution, get the number of runs so far...
• Management of the task execution properties. These are actions to
manage the execution properties like the number of consecutive runs a task
is allowed to perform on the same agent, if the task can be rescheduled on
error... They directly affect the TaskExecutionProperties object which was associated to the task when submitted. The list of listeners can also be managed
(add/remove listeners during the execution is possible).
• Management of the task input parameters. Task input parameters can
indeed be modified at runtime.
• Management of the execution thread This include methods related to the
core execution thread inside the agent JVM (e.g. the priority of the thread)
• Task execution management actions
– Reschedule the task
– Stop the task (valid only if the task is stoppable)
– Pause/resume the task (valid only if the task can be paused/resumed)

4.3.3

JConsole as a simple GUI

The JConsole tool is a GUI client provided in J2SE JDK 5.0 which connects to
JMX servers and registered MBeans. This tool can be a first step toward a GUI
for managing task executions. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show screenshots of this tool.
They also illustrate some operations currently implemented for the task execution
management.

4.3.4

Agent management and agent life cycle

This subsection focuses more on the management of the agent (typically done by
system administrators).
In the Agent Manager system, the agent abides by a specific life cycle as shown
on figure 4.9. The agent follows a particular "state machine" whose transitions
are internal events (e.g. no more thread available) or external events (e.g. pause
action). Here are the details of the different states the agent is going through:
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Figure 4.7. The task execution management via JConsole (here the management
of attributes).

• In the loaded state, the agent is instantiated and all properties loaded. However, the agent cannot receive any submission or task management request.
It can only receive agent management requests. This is the initial state and
the state reached when the stop action is invoked
• In the available state, the agent can receive any kind of request (task submission, task management, agent management).
• In the busy state, the agent behaves like in the available state. The point
is that is has no more available threads and cannot receive task submissions
anymore.
• In the pause state, the agent cannot receive any task submission. Every task
which can be paused are in a paused state (other tasks may still be running).
As a result task execution management actions are still possible.
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Figure 4.8. The task execution management via JConsole (here the possible management operations).

• In the shutdown state, the agent process is ended and cannot receive any
request. Starting the agent is feasible only by manually restarting the whole
process on the host resource.
The following is a more detailed list of the possible management actions that
can be done on the agent.
• The stop action makes the agent going back to the loaded state. At the same
time, all tasks which were currently running are rescheduled. On the contrary,
the stopAllTasks action stops the agent and all running tasks. In this case,
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Figure 4.9. The agent life cycle.

stoppable tasks are nicely terminated, but execution threads of non-stoppable
tasks are simply killed.
• The pause action leads to the pause state and pauses every "pausable" task.
However, task which cannot be paused will still be running.
• The resume action goes from the pause to the available state (or busy state if
this action results in a null number of available threads). It will resume every
"pausable" task.
• The shutdown action simply shutdowns the whole process. On the other
hand, every task will be rescheduled. The JMX server is stopped so as to
refuse incoming requests.
Similarly to the task execution management, the management of the agent is
also done by a JMX interface. We indeed get benefits from the existing JMX server.
Agent Manager creates a static MBean in charge of the agent management. This
MBean exposes various attributes and operations. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the
agent management interface obtained with JConsole.
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The agent management via JConsole (here the management of at-

Agent membership management

One other aspect for the design of the agent is the membership of the agent to the
overall Agent Manager system.
In the Agent Manager solution every agent which becomes available for task
submissions posts its features to a JMS topic. Threrefore, by simply listening to
this topic, the list of agents can be maintained in the Agent Manager database.
However this requires that agents primarily know about this topic. This is not a
strong assumption for Agent Manager since it deals with a reasonable number of
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Figure 4.11.
tions).

The agent management via JConsole (here the management opera-

agents and all are used within the same organization.
Since Agent Manager is dealing with a distributed system, one important point
is the fact that agents may fail or communication may be interrupted (for example
in case of network failure). It is good to design a system which can guarantee a normal behavior (or at least recovery features) in spite of networks or process failures.
Consequently, registered agents should be permanently monitored by failure detectors (processes periodically pinging the agents to check their availability). When
an agent is detected as failed, it updates the agent entry in the database, and last
but not least, it reschedules every tasks which were executed by the dead agent.
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The implementation of failure detector can be tricky since if a ping message has
got no response after a certain time, it does not necessarily mean that the process
is really down. This is especially the case in systems where the communication time
between processes does not have an upper bound (what is called an asynchronous
network [29]).
However, in Agent Manager, one still assumes that network communication time
has an upper bound. The ping is done via a ping method exposed by the agent via a
JMX interface. One also assumes that this ping will not fail with a high probability
if the agent process is up and running. In fact, even if the process is still running
and has been detected as failed, data inconsistency concerning the task submitted
and outcomes cannot be achieved easily. In case of an agent failure, if some task
termination messages arrived from an agent which is known as dead, the messages
will be discarded not to affect the fact that the task has already been rescheduled.
If the concrete failure detectors have not been implemented (due to a lack of
time), most of the mechanisms have been developed.

4.5

Deployment over resources

As stated in chapter 3, deployment over resources should be as less intrusive as
possible not to affect the regular uses of the resources. Since Amadeus resource
mainly use Microsoft Windows as operating systems, the agent prototype provides
a wrapper to be run as a background daemon called a Windows service. For that
purpose we used the Java Service wrapper [58] which basically provides the necessary
system calls to run the agent as a background Windows service. However, due to a
lack of time, the agent has not been wrapped as a Windows service.
Running code submitted by external actors can also be a security threat. Hence
the need to really control the access rights of the agent to the resource. In the case
of Windows services, this can be solved thanks to the definition of user profiles,
which constrain the execution context of the services.
The remaining issue is about when the agent should start or stop. The prototype
does not take this problem into account. Future work would be to design a wrapper
which detects when the resource is not fully used so that it can be available for
task executions. One may think of screen savers for example or sensors detecting
if the keyboard is not active for a certain amount of time. However, this leads to
considerations which are out of the scope of this thesis.

Chapter 5

Implementation of Agent Manager
Given the design elaborated in chapter 4, some parts of the implementation of Agent
Manager has been straightforward. As a result, instead of covering the complete
implementation of Agent Manager (which may not be interesting), this chapter only
focuses on key aspects of the implementation: the task implementation framework,
the messaging system and the scheduling algorithm.

5.1

The task implementation framework

As stated in the requirements (see 2.2), Agent Manager should deal with a wide
range of tasks. In fact the system should offer a task implementation framework
used by the developers. These tasks should be able to be submitted by users and
executed by Agent Manager.

5.1.1

Implementation of the task execution workflow

The primary concern of a developer designing a new task implementation is about
the core execution workflow. Indeed, to the developer’s point of view, a task implementation is basically a computable function taking input parameters and maybe
returning some results.
Therefore, in Agent Manager, the specification of a task execution workflow is
simply done via the implementation of a Java method: a succession of Java instructions. As Java is a Turing-complete language (notwithstanding that the physical
memory of computers is limited), any computable function can be implemented this
way.

5.1.2

Management of the task execution life cycle

To really understand how the task implementation framework works, it is necessary
to understand how the execution of a task will behave during its execution (see
figure 4.6 in section 4.3).
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In Agent Manager, the execution of tasks follows the event-based programming
paradigm. The core execution of a task may be subject to events which affect the
workflow. It is up to the developer to customize the reaction of the task workflow
to these events.
In Agent Manager, the different event handlers are implemented via some dedicated methods. For example the method onReschedule() will be invoked whenever
the task will be rescheduled (i.e. put back in the scheduling queue). This method
can be implemented to take care of some cleanup for example.
The following figures show the sequence of actions taken for each state. Figure
5.1 shows the actions taken at the loading and running state. One can notice calls
to the init() and the execute() methods from the concrete task implementation.
Equally, figure 5.2 shows the sequence of actions in the complete and exit state,
figure 5.3 shows the reschedule state and figure 5.4 the error state.

Figure 5.1. Sequence of actions for the loading and running states of the task
execution lifecycle.

In fact, a task implementation does not necessarily need to be stoppable or
"pausable". For example, it may be difficult to stop or pause a task calling an
Ant script. Therefore, the handling of the stop and pause states are done only if
specified by the task implementation developer. On figure 5.5 and 5.6, one can see
the sequence of actions of the stop and pause states.

5.1.3

The object model

To enable a great flexibility of the design, the object model of the task implementation framework makes use of inheritance, interfaces and abstract classes (see figure
5.7).
When implementing a new task,
the developer extend the
AbstractTaskImplementation class and implement the methods:
• init() invoked at the initialization of the task.
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Figure 5.2. Sequence of actions for the complete and exit states of the task execution
lifecycle.

Figure 5.3.
lifecycle.

Sequence of actions for the reschedule state of the task execution

• execute() which implements the main workflow of the task implementation
(it is thus the most important method).
• onComplete(Serializable) which is invoked when the task execution is completed (it then issue a TaskOutcome object embedded the outcome serializable
object).
• onReschedule() which is invoked when the task is about to be rescheduled.
• onError(Exception) which is invoked when the task execution raises an error
(it then issues a TaskError object embedding the exception).
Besides, when implementing a task, the developer has access to the input parameters (as well as the task submission ID and the task reference) via accessors.
The developer can also use final ready-to-use methods inside the code:
• notifyListeners(String) to send notifications to the registered listeners (e.g.
for logging purposes).
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Figure 5.4. Sequence of actions for the error state of the task execution lifecycle.

Figure 5.5. Sequence of actions for the stop state of the task execution lifecycle.

• complete(HashMap<String,Serializable>) To move to the complete state and
issue the specified task outcome (this outcome is modeled by tuples of string
and serializable objects).
• reschedule() To reschedule the task (i.e. send the task back to the scheduling
queue).
• raiseErrror(Exception) To move to the error state with an exception.
As the task developer may not need to implement all these state change handlers
(like onReschedule()), the framework suggests a light abstract class to inherit from:
BasicAbstractTaskImplementation. This class only requires the implementation of
a simple execute() method.
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Figure 5.6. Sequence of actions for the pause state of the task execution lifecycle.
Note that for it to be executed, the task should be "pausable".

Last but not least the "stoppable" and "pausable" interfaces enable the task
implementation to allow stop and/or pause actions. In many case, task cannot be
stopped or paused (e.g. for call to Ant scripts). Moreover, one can argue that if
a task can be paused, then the task workflow can be divided in at least two other
subtasks (what was executed before the pause action, and what will be executed
after the resume action), thus, the task is not an atomic process and does not comply
with our definition. The pause/resume feature does not appear to be necessary but
it is however implemented.
Figure 5.7 shows two task implementations. ConcreteTaskImplementation1
has been implemented using the BasicAbstractTaskImplementation abstract
class and implements the PausableTask interface.
On the other hand,
ConcreteTaskImplementation2 has been directly implemented from the root
AbstractTaskImplementation abstract class and implements the StoppableTask interface.
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Figure 5.7. Object model of the task implementation framework.

5.1.4

Task implementation examples

The Ant task
For the daily business of the Releasing team, end-users expressed the need to execute
Ant script tasks via Agent Manager. Indeed, the current execution system makes
an heavy use of Apache Ant script tasks (see section 2.3). To ease the migration
from this system to Agent Manager, it appeared obvious to implement tasks for the
execution of Apache Ant scripts.
The implementation of Ant tasks is very straightforward. It inherits from the
BasicAbstractTaskImplementation class and requires different input parameters:
• job.ant.file, a string parameter specifying the locations of the Ant script
file.
• job.ant.basedir, a string parameter which indicates the base directory of the
Ant execution.
• job.ant.target, a string specifying the target to execute.
The rest of the inputs will be considered as properties for the Ant execution
context. Only string values can be passed as properties. The implementation of the
Ant task is only a call to the specified script file.
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The Java task
When implementing and deploying a task, the main issue is that the classpath of
the agent does not necessarily include the classpath required for the task execution.
Deployment would have then required to shutdown the agent, modify its classpath
and restart it.
The implemented Java task gets rid of this problem by redefining the classpath at
runtime. The Java task only requires the task submitter to specify the classpath as
an input to dynamically load it. This is done via the job.java.classpath argument
and should be specified as and array of URL objects.
The submitter also defines the name of the class (in the job.java.class parameter) where a main(String[] args) static method will be invoked. It can also specify
an array of strings in the job.java.args parameter containing the arguments to
pass to the main method.
The implementation of this task has been straightforward by inheriting from
the BasicAbstractTaskImplementation class. It first uses the ClassLoader object to
load the classpath dynamically while using Java reflection to locate the object and
invoke the main method.
Other task examples
As stated before, the task implementation framework offers many possibilities and
allows developers to implement their own tasks. Appendix B gives some more code
samples of task implementation (especially "stoppable" and "pausable" tasks)

5.2

Messaging in Agent Manager

Agent Manager is a distributed system: components are by definition located over
different resources: agents and schedulers. Therefore, messaging is a key dimension
of Agent Manager wince it conveys information within the system. Especially this
section deals with the asynchronous communications. These communications can
involve data exchanges about the task submitted or about the agents present in the
system.

5.2.1

The Java Message Service (JMS)

For this Master project, JMS has been chosen. JMS stands for Java Message Service and is a part of J2EE. It allows communication between distributed software
components in an asynchronous way. Therefore, this kind of technology allows the
components of a system to be loosely coupled. This is highly suitable for Agent
Manager since agents are inherently decoupled from the schedulers. JMS solutions
are nowadays well-developed and offer a wide range of features: persistence of messages, persistence of subscriptions, message selectors, clustering, security... Since
scheduler components are deployed in the JBoss application server, it was conve-
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nient to use JBoss MQ as a JMS provider. This however be easily changed to point
to other JMS connections.
The other advantage of JMS messaging is that it allows the use of messagedriven Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) to implement the listeners. As part of Java EE,
these software components react to JMS messages and take actions accordingly.
They can be a solid base for the implementation of the State Machine Manager
component of Jobber2.
Agent Manager uses topic communications which enable a publish-subscribe
model. All events are posted to a topic (hosted by the JMS message broker) and
transmitted to the subscribers. Subscribers use message selectors to select the
messages they are interested in.
To handle a wide range of notifications, Agent Manager implements several types
of message: all messages inherit from a serializable class called Notification (see
figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8. The class diagram of the types of message sent by Agent Manager

One identifies two types of message:
• TaskNotification are messages referring to submitted tasks.
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• AgentNotification are messages holding information about the agents.

5.2.2

Task notification messaging

Task notification messages
Task notification is mainly used to send message to listeners of a particular task.
The concrete implementation is straightforward. At the task submission, the
scheduler provides one or many JMSListenerReference(s) where it indicates the URL
of the message broker and topic where the messages should be posted. From this
pointer, the implementation is able to create the corresponding JMS binding (this
is concretely done with a JMSListernerNotifierAdaptor object).
By subscribing to the topic events, the listeners receive messages and take the
relevant actions.
To be as generic as possible, Agent Manager defines a TaskNotification class
which models notification messages related to a task. That is why this object owns
a taskSubmissionID attribute which helps to identify the task the notification is
related to.
One can basically identify two types of task notification message:
• messages sent by the agents, modeled by the TaskExecutionNotification object
• messages

sent

by

the

scheduler
TaskSchedulingNotification object

components,

modeled

by

the

This distinction is necessary to separate notifications which involve the task execution (sent by the agents) from the notification sent during the scheduling process
(sent by the scheduler components).
As described in figure 5.8, the TaskSchedulingInterruption is the only task
notification message sent by schedulers. This notification is sent when the task is
about to be given up by the whole Agent Manager system (for example when the
time-to-live of the task has expired).
On the other hand, figure 5.9 shows the types of task message that may be sent
by agents.
• TaskOutcome messages are notifications sent when the task has succeeded. This
message contains the outcome of the task as a set of tuples, which maps the
output parameter names to serializable objects (the outcomes). For example,
an outcome may be the result of a computation or just some exit code.
• On the contrary, TaskError notifications are sent when an error has been raised
during the task execution. Therefore this message contains the exception
which has been thrown (by default Exception objects are serializable in Java).
The TaskError object also informs whether the error is fatal by specifying the
action the agent will take after sending this message. The task can indeed be
retried, rescheduled, continued or simply given up.
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• TaskRescheduling messages are sent when the task is about to be rescheduled.
This may happen when a task is allowed to be rescheduled after an error, or
after an explicit action from an external user. This object embeds the task
features (task reference, task inputs, execution properties) so that the system
can update the task information entry and move it from allocated to pending.
• TaskExecutionInterruption notifications are sent when a task has been
stopped by external task execution management action. For example, when
a user stops the task via the Agent JMX management interface, this type of
notification is sent.
• TaskExecutionLoggingMessage are notifications used for logging purposes. It
contains a simple string message (which may be linked to an exception) together with a logging level (debug, info, warn, error or fatal). In any case,
these logging messages are only sent explicitly by the task implementation
using the notifyListeners() method.

Figure 5.9. The class diagram of the possible task execution notifications

Types of task message listeners
Agent Manager provides two types of listeners.
The first listener,
(TaskOutcomeListener), only subscribes to events which deal with task interruptions. The second listener, (TaskLoggingEventListener), only subscribes to events
involving some logging. The logging of tasks has been expressed by the initial requirements of Agent Manager (see section 2.2). The two listeners have a similar
architecture.
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Indeed, the implementation is based on the JMS framework which provides
a MessageListener interface. This interface requires the implementation of an
onMessage(Message msg) method which is invoked each time a message is received.
One can then dispatch the message to the right handlers. After opening a JMS
connection and a JMS session to the topic, the listener subscribes to the topic
given a message selector. A message selector constrains the type of message one
are interested in. The syntax of a message selector string is based on a subset of
the SQL language. In the case of the logging message listener, the message selector for a given taskSubmissionID is described in listing 5.1. Using EJB 3.0 and
message-driven bean, this setup can be done directly with Java annotations.
String messageSelector = "task_submission_ID = ’" + taskSubmissionID
+ "’ and type = ’" + TaskExecutionLoggingMessage.class.getName() + "
’";
Listing 5.1. A message selector for the logging message listener

It is up to the implementation using the Agent Manager API to define how these
events are handled. In the case of the State Machine Manager, these events will
typically lead to the transition to another state in the delivery process.

5.2.3

Agent information messaging

This type of messaging is mainly used for exchange of data about the agents within
the Agent Manager system. This is basically what is sent when bootstrapping or
when the properties of an agent are modified. It helps Agent Manager to maintain
an up to date database about the agents in the system.
Figure 5.10 details the different types of agent notification messages.

Figure 5.10. The class diagram of the possible agent notification messages
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In the prototype developed for this Master project, two types of message can be
identified, all inheriting from the AgentNotification object:
• Messages about agent state changes.
They are modeled by the
AgentStateUpdate object. The messages only contain new states the agents
have moved to (see figure 4.9 concerning the agent life cycle).
• Messages about agent properties updates. These are only sent when the
agents is newly available for task submission or when properties have changed
(while in an available or a busy state). These messages are modeled by
the AgentUpdate class. It simply hosts information about agent properties
to change.
One should notice that AgentNotification only contains the agent identifier
(Agent ID) to uniquely identify the agent the message is related to.
These events are handled by Agent Manager using the same techniques as for
the task notification listeners. It implements JMS listeners which transmit the
updates to the database. Concretely, these are message-driven beans which update
the database via Hibernate calls on entity beans.

5.3

The matchmaking algorithm

In the Agent Manager project, the scheduler deals with the scheduling of different
tasks over different machines. This is the intelligent part of the system and for this
reason, this thesis dedicates a whole section to the algorithms involved.
As stated in the conclusion of chapter 3, the matchmaking approach for scheduling tasks over resources appears to give the most benefits. We have chosen to model
the scheduling problem as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Constraintprogramming is a programming paradigm to solve complex combinational problems.
It also provides a high-level abstraction since the programmer models its problem
as a set of constraints between variables over a particular domain. This domain
can be made of integers, booleans, sets... Constraints can be as sophisticated as
arithmetic constraints, boolean constraint, distinct constraints... Resolution of CSP
is a complex problem but nowadays, many solvers are available and particularly use
a technique called constraint propagation.
After a presentation and a mathematical abstraction of the problem, the last
part of this section is dedicated to the implementation of the algorithm using the
Prolog programming language.

5.3.1

Problem statement

In the scheduling problem, we have a set T = {τ1 , ..., τn } of n pending tasks and a
set R = {ρ1 , ..., ρm } of m resource nodes.
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The problem is to allocate the n tasks among the m resources. Therefore, we
consider an allocation matrix (alloci,j ) ∈ Mn,m (B).
This matrix is so that for each (i, j) ∈ J1, nK × J1, mK , alloci,j = 1 if and only
if the task τi is allocated to resource ρj . The problem is to find the right values of
the alloci,j : this matrix is therefore the set of variable of the CSP.
Besides, for each task τi (i ∈ J1, nK), a priority prio (i) ∈ R∗ is given. The
higher prio (i) is, the more important the task is.
For each (i, j) ∈ J1, nK × J1, mK we also define a boolean const (i, j) (that we call
the constraint function) so that if const (i, j) = 0, we cannot allocate τi to ρj .
This kind of requirement can be defined at three place: by the job requirements, by
the resource requirements or the general dispatching policies.
Finally, one define a utility function, utility : J1, nK × J1, mK → R+ so that for
each i ∈ J1, nK:
• maxj∈J1,mK (utility (i, j)) is either 0 or 100.
• for (j1 , j2 ) ∈ J1, mK2 , if utility (i, j1 ) < utility (i, j2 ) then the task τi prefers
to run on resource ρj1 than on resource ρj2 .
We also model the fact that each resource node has a certain number of available
threads for task execution. Thus, we say that a resource ρj (where j ∈ J1, mK) have
a number N threads (j) of available threads.

5.3.2

A first approach equivalent to linear programming

List of constraints
• A task can run on at most one resource node

∀i ∈ J1, nK,

m
X

alloci,j ≤ 1

j=1

• A resource node cannot run more tasks than its number of available threads

∀j ∈ J1, mK,

n
X

alloci,j ≤ N threads (j)

i=1

• A task cannot run on some resource according to the constraint function
∀ (i, j) ∈ J1, nK × J1, mK, const (i, j) = 0 ⇒ alloci,j = 0
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Objective function
The objective functions is the function the solver will try to optimize in its search.
What we try to optimize here is the global utility of the allocations while taking
into account the different task priorities. As a result one suggests that the objective
function is the maximum of:
n X
m
X

alloci,j × prio (i) × utility (i, j)

i=1 j=1

Conclusion
This problem can be solved by linear programming over integers. We have here
linear equations over n × m variables. The objective functions is also a linear
function of these variables. Unfortunately, this problem is known to be NP-hard
but much research has been done in this field. However, this model details the CSP
with O(n + m) constraints over O(n × m) variables. We will try to reduce this
number by modifying the problem abstraction.

5.3.3

A better approach with fewer variables and constraints

New assumptions and variables
In the rest of the problem, we will assume that the m resource nodes ρj where
j ∈ J1, mK are such that N threads (j) = 1. Consequently, we can consider that if a
resource ρ has x available threads, then it is like having x resource nodes with only
one available thread.
Second, we introduce n imaginary resource nodes ρm+1 , . . . , ρm+n , which are
necessary for the reformulation of the problem. For j ∈ Jm+1, m+nK, the imaginary
resource node ρj has the following features.
• Like the other concrete resource nodes, ρj has only one available thread
N threads (j) = 1
• Only task τj−n can be allocated to ρj
∀i ∈ J1, nK, const (i, j) = δi,j−m
(

here, δ is the Kronecker delta i.e. ∀i ∈ N2 , δij =

1 if i = j
0 if i 6= j

• We prefer not to allocate tasks to this kind of resource node
∀i ∈ J1, nK, utility (i, j) = 0
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In other words, imaginary resources are such that if a task is allocated to one
of these, it means the task is not allocated to any concrete resource: the task is not
allocated at all.
Given these new assumptions, we can now reduce the number of variables. Instead of considering the variable matrix alloci,j , we will introduce the integer variables alloci (where i ∈ J1, nK). These variables takes value in J1, n + mK.
The interpretation of these variable is fairly simple and explain why we introduced new resource nodes above. For i ∈ J1, nK, if alloci = j ∈ J1, n + mK, then the
task τi is allocated to resource ρj . As explained above, if j > m and alloci = j,
then the task τi is not allocated at all.
New constraints
One good point is that we also have less constraints. These constraints are also
more explicit.
• A resource cannot host more than one task (since the number of available
threads per resource node is always equal to one). This can be expressed by a
distinct constraint (the distinct constraint states that all the variable values
should be different from each other).
distinct (alloc1 , . . . , allocn )
• A task cannot run on some resource according to the constraint function
∀i ∈ J1, nK, const (i, j) = 0 ⇒ alloci 6= j
The objective function
The objective function remains the same as explained in our previous model. One
just needs to translate it with the new variables. The objective is therefore to
maximize the function:
n
X

prio (i) × utility (i, alloci )

i=1

One may argue, this objective function is too hard to propagate. Indeed, the
value utility (i, alloci ) cannot be easily propagated since alloci is unknown.
To solve this issue, we introduce n new variables: utilityi where i ∈ J1, nK.
These variables are linked to the alloci variables: if alloci = j ∈ J1, n + mK then
utilityi = utility(i, j).
This kind of coupling approach is called an element constraint. If for each i ∈
J1, nK we assume an array utilityi [] of n+m element so that utilityi [j] = utility(i, j)
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for j ∈ J1, m + nK, the element constraint is expressed by:
utilityi [[alloci ]] = utilityi
In other words, utilityi is the value of utilityi [] at the position number alloci .
Conclusion
The second model appears to give better benefits: it decreases the number of variables and constraints.
It is not a linear programming problem. Instead, it has a distinct constraint
which is very common in the constraint programming field. It exists very efficient
algorithm for the propagation of the distinct constraint. One popular algorithm is
Régin’s algorithm [52] using graph theory to implement a distinct propagator in a
O(n2.5 ) time complexity.
On the other hand, one may argue the objective function is more complex by
adding additional element constraints. However, element constraints are also very
popular in constraint programming and efficient constraint propagators have been
implemented (for example using double-linked lists).

5.3.4

Design of the constraint and utility matrix

For Agent Manager, the aim has been to model the constraint matrix similarly to
Condor ClassAds mechanisms [49] (see 3.3.2). This type of constraints declaration
is indeed very explicit and simple to define by the user. It is extensive and flexible
enough to adapt to a wide range of constraints over different properties.
However, for Agent Manager, the construction of the constraint function should
be based on three data source:
• The task requirements concerning the resource node where the task can be
run. These constraints are defined at task submission.
• The resource requirements concerning the tasks which can be run on it. These
constraints are defined by the resource owners.
• The global dispatching rules are defined by the system administrator. They
can constrain where certain types of task should be executed as well as the
types of task that can be executed on each resource.
Since it is not desirable to have some rules overcoming others, the constraint
functions should be elaborated as a conjunctions of all these requirements and rules.
Equally, the utility matrix is based on two sources:
• Utility functions defined at task submission which reflect the preference of
tasks to be run on certain resource nodes compared to others. Typically it
can be based on quantitative data like the memory or the free hard disk space
of the resource.
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• Utility functions defined by resource node owners which reflect the preference
of resource nodes about the task they are willing to execute. For example,
some resources can be reluctant to run tasks requiring much computation.
The resulting utility matrix is then obtained as an average of these two utility
functions.

5.3.5

Implementation of the matchmaking strategy

The concrete implementation of the scheduling framework has been made with a
logic programming language called Prolog.
The choice of this language is based on the fact that it is a declarative language.
Thus, it enables the convenient definition of predicates and task properties as well
as rules in a very powerful way. As a result, every dispatching declaration can be
defined by the Agent Manager users using Prolog.
Concerning the tasks and agents, the submitters or resource owners both specify:
• Facts as a set of pair predicate/value (e.g. the predicate "owner" and the value
"’Alice’" to indicate that the owner of the task is Alice).
• Dispatching constraints as a set of expressions (e.g. "mem(Myself,X), mem(
Other, Y), X =< Y" to say that the entity I will be matched to should have
a memory higher than mine). As in Condor ClassAds, the Myself variable is
equivalent to this and Other to other.
• The utility function as a single expression (e.g. "kflops(Other, X), mem(Other
, Y), Result is (X/1000 + Y/32)"). The Result variable will be unified to
the result of the utility function. Note that in the default case (or when the
function fails), the result is 1.
The Java logic gathers these specifications and issues the code as presented in
listing 5.2 (here for a task).
task(taskID).
% dispatching predicates
owner(taskID,’Alice’).
prio(taskID, 2).
task_ref_name(taskID,’ant_task’).
task_ref_version(taskID,’1.0’).
mem(taskID,128).
% dispatching constraints
t_num_constraints(taskID,4).
t_constraint(taskID,Agent,1)
t_constraint(taskID,Agent,2)
t_constraint(taskID,Agent,3)

% this is the num of constraints
:- arch(Agent,’Intel’).
:- opSys(Agent,’Windows’).
:- disk(Agent,X), X >= 10000.
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t_constraint(taskID,Agent,4) :- mem(taskID,X), mem(Agent, Y), X =< Y.
% utility function
t_utility(taskID1, Agent, Result) :- kflops(Agent, X), mem(Agent, Y),
Result is (X/1000 + Y/32), !.
t_utility(taskID1, Agent,1). % the default case
Listing 5.2. Task dispatching data in Prolog

Concerning the general dispatching rules, the system administrator first specifies
if they apply for agents or for tasks. Then, it needs to define two expressions:
• The precondition (e.g. "owner(Task, ’Alice’)" for a task dispatching rule).
• The action (e.g. "friends(Agent,L), member(’Alice’,L)." for a task dispatching rule).
The interpretation of a rule over agents (resp. over tasks) is: if the agent (resp.
the task) satisfies the precondition, then the two matched task and the agent should
satisfy the action.
For example a task dispatching rule with the precondition "owner(Task, ’Alice
’)" and the action "friends(Agent,L), member(’Alice’,L)" means that all tasks
submitted by Alice should go to an agent considering Alice as a friend. Once again,
the Java logic reformats this to Prolog statements as shown in listing 5.3.
% TASK RULES
t_num_rules(2). % number of task rules
% Alice’s tasks should go to a resource which considers Alice as a friend
t_p_rule(Task,1) :- owner(Task, ’Alice’).
t_a_rule(Task, Agent, 1) :- friends(Agent,L), member(’Alice’,L).
% Bob’s tasks should go to a resource which considers Alice as a friend
t_p_rule(Task,2) :- owner(Task, ’Bob’).
t_a_rule(Task, Agent,2) :- friends(Agent,L), member(’Alice’,L).
% AGENT RULES
a_num_rules(1). % number of agent rules
% windows agents only run ant tasks
a_p_rule(Agent,1) :- opSys(Agent,’Windows’).
a_a_rule(Agent, Task,1) :- task_ref_name(Task,’ant_task’).
Listing 5.3. Dispatching rules in Prolog

Finally, the scheduling algorithm has also been implemented in Prolog using
constraint logic programming. In SWI-Prolog [70] (the Prolog system used for Agent
Manager), it uses the provided "contraint logic programming over finite domain"
library (clpfd) programmed by Triska et al. [64] to implement the matchmaking
algorithm.
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Concerning the interfacing with Java, Agent Manager makes use of the JPL
library. The implementation is straightforward and only implements the CSP model
covered in this section. A part of this implementation is presented in listing 5.4.
% SCHEDULIGN ALGORITHM
% use constraint logic prog -> use_module(library(clpfd)).
% Schedule the task in ListOfTasks (identified by their ids)
% onto the agent contained in ListOfAgents (identified by their ids)
% The result is then unified to Alloc
% Alloc is basically a list where each element is a list of two elements
% [T,A] meaning that task T is allocated to agent A
% Note that if T is not allocated then A = notAllocated
schedule(ListOfTasks, ListOfAgents, Alloc) :length(ListOfTasks,N),
length(ListOfAgents,M),
Tot is N+M,
length(Alloc_var,N), % the allocation variables
length(Utility_var,N), % the utility variables
Alloc_var ins 1..Tot, % allocation variables have values in [1,n+m]
Utility_var ins 0..100, % utility variables have values in [0,100]
all_distinct(Alloc_var), % distinct constraint over alloc variables
imaginary_agents(N,ImagAgents), % this is a list of notAllocated agents
% which is appended to the list of regular agents
append(ListOfAgents, ImagAgents, Agents),
% list the constraints over the variables
% (allocation constraints and element constraints)
constraint_elicitation(ListOfTasks,M,Agents,Alloc_var,Utility_var),
% this issues the expression Expr to maximize
objective_function(Utility_var,ListOfTasks,Expr),
% search strategy (first-fail + branch and bound)
% one are interested by only one solution (hence the cut)
labeling([ff,max(Expr)],Alloc_var),!,
% reformat the result
allocation_list(ListOfTasks,Agents, Alloc_var, Alloc).
Listing 5.4. The matchmaking algorithm implementation in the SWI-Prolog system

After testing, it appears that the SWI-Prolog branch-and-bound approach does
not give the expected performance when the number of tasks is very high. Thus,
one cannot really say if SWI-Prolog really uses branch-and-bound or simply search
all solutions and sort them after after search. As a result, for future work, one would
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recommend to switch to a more transparent system where underlying algorithms
are more documented.
In the context of this Master thesis, one decided to solve this problem by limiting
the number of tasks taking into account in a scheduling session. If more tasks have
to be scheduled then the scheduler selects the tasks with the highest priority and
the lowest submission time.
The choice of SWI-Prolog has indeed been motivated because it was a quick
solution to implement rules and the algorithm within the time of this Master project.
It is also a free Prolog system. However it should not be excluded to adapt the
algorithm to other systems more dedicated to constraint programming like Gecode
[24].

Chapter 6

Evaluation
6.1

Evaluation procedure

Three aspects of the solution have been evaluated in this chapter: the influence of
the number of agents on the performance of the overall system, the impact of the
task priority and the influence of the utility function on the scheduling of tasks.
The system has been evaluated in a real distributed system with different machines and servers.
The scheduler component has been deployed on a single machine within a JBoss
application server (version 4.2). This machine has 2 processors (frequency of 2.33
GHz) and 4 GB memory.
Agents have been deployed on several types of resources: these are listed in table
6.1.
Group
1
2
3

Proc.
2
1
2

Freq.
2 GHz
1.8 GHz
2.8 GHz

RAM
1 GB
12 GB
4 GB

OS
MS Windows Server 2003
MS Windows Server 2003
MS Windows Server 2003

Threads
4
4
4

Table 6.1. Features of the agents

Tasks submitted to the agents in the experiments are Ant tasks (i.e. tasks calling
the target of an Ant script file). The called script file executes a copy task i.e. copy
of a file the agent owns locally to another local destination. When the files has been
copied it is deleted (to avoid files to pollute too much the free hard disk space of
the machines). The size of the file has been set to 50 MB. When call independently
the duration of the script execution is about 2 seconds.

6.2

Influence of the number of agents on the throughput

To evaluate the influence of the number of agents on the throughput, the experiment
sends a batch of 100 tasks with a frequency of 2 tasks every second. One measure
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then the execution time of all these tasks.
The experiment has been set up with the following configuration
• 1 agent of group 1
• 2 agents of group 1
• 3 agents (2 agents of group 1 and 1 agent of group 2)
• 5 agents (2 agents of group 1, 1 agent of group 2 and 2 agents of group 3)
For each configuration, four runs have been performed. Figure 6.1 shows the
results of the experiment.

Figure 6.1. Influence of the agent numbers on the throughput of Agent Manager.
The curves show the time evolution of the percentage of task executed with different
agent configuration.

It appears that the execution time is highly improved when more agents are
added. The overall execution time indeed decreases sharply for more than a half
from the single agent to the 5 agents configuration. One can conclude that Agent
Manager has clearly reached its performance and scalability requirements: adding
more agents leads to a more efficient system.
It can also be surprising that the execution time seems to be linear. This shows a
certain stability of the system. The pace the tasks are executed has a fairly constant
value when the configuration is unchanged.

6.3. IMPACT OF THE TASK PRIORITY

6.3
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Impact of the task priority

The second experiment carried out in this Master project tries to measure the
influence of the task priority on the execution time.
To measure this impact, one has submitted a batch of 300 tasks with a frequency
of 10 per second (this is to force a bottleneck situation) following the sequence: high
priority, medium priority, low priority, high priority, medium priority...
Concerning the configuration of the system, it is composed of three agents (two
agents of group 1 and one agent of group 2). As in the previous experiment, four
runs have been done and the results gathered in figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2. Influence of the task priority on the task execution time. The curves
show the evolution of the percentage of task executed for the low, medium and high
priority tasks.

The conclusion of this experiment is that the priority of a task definitely affects
its execution time. One may notice that once high priority tasks are executed, the
execution of medium priority has suddenly a regular pace (hence the asymptote).
Equally, when medium priority tasks are all executed, tasks with low priority are
taken into account and executed with a normal speed. Priority has thus a significant
influence on the order the tasks are executed (thus an impact on the execution time).

6.4

Influence of the utility function

To measure the influence of the utility function, the third experiment set different
preference rankings to the submitted tasks. One have still three agents (i.e. agents
1 and 2 of group 1 and agent 3 of group 2) and one set up different utility functions
to the task (as introduced in 5.3) so as to reflect the following preference rankings:
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• In the first ranking, tasks are preferred to be run on the agent of group 2
rather than on agents of group 1
• In the second ranking, tasks are preferred to be run on agents of group 1
rather than on the agent of group 2
To measure the difference between these ranking, a batch of 100 tasks has been
submitted with a frequency of two tasks per second. The evaluation has not only
measured the execution time (see figure 6.3) but also the proportion of tasks executed by each agent (see 6.4). Four runs have been done for each ranking as well as
four runs in the no ranking case.

Figure 6.3. Influence of the utility function on the execution time. The curves
show the evolution of the percentage of tasks executed for the different rankings.

It appears that ranking has a light impact on the execution time of all the tasks.
This may be due to the fact that tasks have a similar execution times on each
machine. One may wonder if results are similar if the machines are really different
in terms of performance.
However, the utility function has a significant impact on the load distribution.
In ranking 1, agent 3 is the most occupied while in ranking 2, agents 1 and 2 are
definitely the most occupied. This is normal according to the rankings. However,
there is no significant load distribution when no ranking are applied (or even between
agent 1 and 2 in ranking 1). This can be explained that when a task can be allocated
to two agents with the same utility, the task will be allocated to the first appearing
in the list. As the list of agents is always retrieved in the same order, it explains
the fact that some agents are more busy than others. One can thus suggest that
future work should take this load balancing issue into account.

6.4. INFLUENCE OF THE UTILITY FUNCTION

Figure 6.4. Influence of the utility function on the agents activity. The diagram
shows the proportion of tasks executed on each agent for the different ranking strategies.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and future work
7.1

Summary and conclusion

In this Master project, we have presented a system called Agent Manager as an
attempt to improve the throughput of massive executions of independent tasks.
The thesis has covered the whole development process of the solution.
The requirement definitions have been done in regards to the industrial context where the Master project was carried out. Indeed, the releasing process of the
Amadeus e-commerce products deal with an increasing number of time-consuming
activities. This thesis presents the drawbacks of the current task execution system
and particularly explains why it leads to a bottleneck situation. As a result requirements try to overcome the limitations of the current solution, not only in terms of
performance but also in terms of architecture, flexibility and functionalities.
This requirements elicitation has then been the base for a study of related work
concerning the different challenges raised by such a system: resource discovery and
federation, task scheduling and remote task execution. Since this research did not
result in the adoption of suitable ready-to-use frameworks, the thesis reviews and
discusses different approaches found in the literature and presents the design and
implementation details of a new task execution system called Agent Manager.
Due to scalability issues, the choice of a distributed system was obviously a necessity. Agent Manager takes an approach using a persistent central directory to
register the resource availabilities. The execution of the tasks is delegated to agents
hosted by the resources while the dispatching of the tasks is handling by a second
key component, the scheduler. The latter implements a matchmaking algorithm
for finding the right allocation strategy. This type of algorithm is highly inspired
from the Condor ClassAds system [49]. Indeed, in Agent Manager and Condor,
resources and tasks both define their requirements and ranking preferences via a
semi-structured format and advertise them to a scheduler (which acts as a matchmaker and decides the optimal task allocations). However, Agent Manager presents
some differences. First it suggests some extension like priorities and the definition
of global dispatching rules to constrain the overall dispatching of tasks. Second,
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Agent Manager advertisement properties are fully extensible whereas Condor ClassAds are constrained by schemas and expressed in a specific language. Finally,
Agent Manager suggests a concrete constraint logic programming implementation
of the matchmaking algorithm whereas there is no mention in [49] concerning how
the Condor ClassAds matchmaking should be implemented (especially what should
be optimized).
Thanks to the portability of the system, the agents can be deployed to any kind
of resources, thus enabling the use of idle resources for high-throughput computing
purposes.
The design also focuses on a flexible, extensible and fault-tolerant architecture.
The components are indeed loosely-coupled, and dependence to specific technologies
(JMS, JMX, Hibernate, Prolog...) have been avoided thanks to adapter or strategy
design patterns. The overall system is also highly customizable since developers can
implement any type of computable tasks as well as customize the dispatching of the
tasks. As a result, one may believe the system can be usable in another context
than the mere releasing activities of Amadeus.
Last but not least a prototype has been developed and experiments have been
carried out. The results of the evaluations presented in this thesis are an evidence
that Agent Manager is scalable with the number of agents: the throughput of
the task execution is improved when adding new resources to the system. Other
evaluations suggest that one can really affect the scheduling by modifying properties
of the tasks or the resources (like the priority or the preference ranking).
Finally, most of the functional and non-functional requirements expressed in 2.2
have been met: task submission, task monitoring and control, control of the task
dispatching, task implementation and resources administration. Some requirements
should however still be met with some extensions and improvements of the current
prototype:
• avoiding single point of failure (since the scheduler has not been moved to a
clustered mode)
• scalability with the number of task subscribers (since there is only one submission entry point)
• possibility to grant different access rights to agents
• locating agents behind a firewalls
• scalability with the number of agents (since this depends on the scalability of
the database to maintain agent data)
• interaction with a web front-end GUI
Equally, some envisioned use cases may slightly differ from the Agent Manager
API (especially the flows of events) but this does not affect the implemented root
functionalities.

7.2. FUTURE WORK
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Future work

Future work should include the customization and extension of the prototype to
set up a real operational system for the releasing activities. The main concern is
to provide a unified GUI for administration of resources, management of tasks and
configuration of the system. This can be done by using the different API provided.
Besides, operational dispatching rules, task implementations or sensors should be
deployed. For that purpose, consulting should be carried out among the end users
to list their detailed needs.
Another enhancement would be to design a wrapper to detect when the resources
are not fully used and start the agent accordingly. This may be done via screen
savers or sensors detecting if the keyboard is not active for a certain amount of time.
An easier solution would be to schedule the time when agents should be available.
Deployments of new task implementations should also be more automatic. Currently, this step is done manually, which is not suitable since it requires to shut
down and restart the agents. One solution would be to use class loaders like for
the Java tasks (see 5.1.4) as long as this remote configuration is done in a secure
environment. Equally, the correspondence entries (task names and class names) can
be stored on the agent side in a lightweight database like an Oracle Berkeley DB or
a simple flat file.
Agent Manager also presents some limitations. The SWI-Prolog implementation
of the scheduling algorithm does not appear to give satisfying performance results
when the number of tasks is too high. A solution would be to translate the current
implementation to other solvers like Gecode [24] which has proven operational results for solving complex constraint programming problems. Concerning the load
balancing problem, this issue can be solved by randomly shuffling the list of agents
retrieved from the database.
One may argue that some parts of Agent Manager have not been evaluated,
especially the cluster approach of the scheduler components. However, the whole
Jobber2 system is progressively moving to a clustered scheme to solve the single
point of failure problem, the evaluation of Agent Manager in a cluster mode can
thus be done while following this plan.
Another aspect of Agent Manager which has not been tested and evaluated is
the scalability. One does not forecast the system to have a scalability problem with
the number of agents (the only limitation may be the database). Tests with more
agents can however be carried out. On the other hand, scalability with the number
of subscribers may be an issue since the current submission API is deployed as a
single EJB. However, to tackle the problem, one suggests to duplicate this EJB
while plugging it to the same underlying database. The other scalability problem
is with the number of JMS listeners. The JMS topic/based communications can
rapidly become a bottleneck (especially when using persistent messaging). As a
result, one suggest to have multiple topics on multiple locations and JMS providers
to balance the load.
Failure detectors to detect unavailable agents and schedulers have also not been
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implemented. Failure detectors can be implemented by various techniques like periodically sending ping messages to the components. When failure events are detected
this should be reflected in the underlying knowledge database (e.g. if an agent fails,
its entry is set as failed in the agent knowledge database). If the died components were in charge of particular tasks, recovery mechanisms should be found to
reschedule those tasks. To know the resistance of the solution to churn, future work
should also include evaluation scenarios with failure simulations. To carry out such
an experiment in realistic conditions, one suggests to implement wrappers which
periodically start and stop agent processes on different machines.
Finally, this Master project has not taken security issues into account. Secure
communications can indeed be achieved by configuring the JMX and JMS protocols.
However, some more security mechanisms should be introduced (certificate authorities, digital signatures...). One can also configure the execution rights of tasks on
the hosted resources via Windows profile. The agents indeed aim to be deployed as
Windows services and it is possible to configure the execution environment in terms
of access rights. In the requirements, agents can also be located behind a firewall:
HTTP tunneling can be a solution.
To conclude, one can say that future work does not involve a complete transformation of the design of the Agent Manager solution but rather simple extensions of
modifications. The system is extensive enough to handle any of these changes and
improvements.

Appendix
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Appendix A

Requirements analysis of Agent
Manager
A.1

Actors

One identifies several actors in Agent Manager. These actors are showed in figure
A.1.
• Task submitter submits tasks to Agent Manager. It can be a human actor as
well as another software application (like State Machine Manager)
• Task listener is notified by the events concerning tasks (e.g. task completion).
It can be a human (which can for example receive an e-mail when the task is
completed) or a software component (like State Machine Manager)
• Task manager performs task monitoring or control operations (e.g. accessing
the task status or stopping a task execution). It is normally a human actor.
• User uses the system for his/her daily needs. Users are human operators that
can submit, manage and listen to tasks.
• State Machine Manager implements the workflow of the load delivery process.
It is only a task submitter and a task listener.
• Administrator manages the overall system. It is a human actor and performs
actions on the agents or modifies the dispatching rules of tasks. Administrators
are special users with additional rights on the system.
• Task developer implements new tasks. It is basically a human actor. A task
takes some inputs and produce some outputs.
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Figure A.1. The actors in Agent manager presented as a UML diagram.

A.2

Use cases

The rest of this appendix focuses on the main use cases of the Agent Manager
system. Figure A.2 shows an overview of the different use cases of Agent Manager.
This appendix will not present all use cases into details since it would only result
in a huge list of UML diagrams and flow of events tables. Thus, it will only focus
on the task submission, execution and management use cases. These are indeed the
main use cases of the Agent Manager system.

A.2.1

Task submission

Figure A.3 shows the UML representation of the task submission use case. The use
case can be expressed in a table, as shown in table A.2.1. Table A.2.1 shows the
extended use cases involved at task submission.

A.2.2

Task execution

Figure A.4 shows the UML representation of the task execution use case. Table
A.2.2 shows the flow of events of the use case. The table A.2.2 introduces the
extended use cases.

A.2. USE CASES
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Figure A.2. The use cases of Agent manager presented as a UML diagram.

A.2.3

Task management

Figure A.5 illustrates the UML diagram of the task management use case. Table
A.2.3 shows the flow of events of the use case. The table A.2.3 introduces the
extended use cases.
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Figure A.3. The task submission use case of Agent manager presented as a UML
diagram.

Figure A.4.
diagram.

The task execution use case of Agent manager presented as a UML

A.2. USE CASES

Use case name
Participating
actors
Flow of events

Entry conditions
Exit conditions

Quality
requirements
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SubmitTask

Initiated by TaskSubmitter
Communicates with TaskListener(s)
1. TaskSubmitter selects the reference of the task to execute. This is done via a Java API which exposes different
task reference templates. TaskSubmitter selects among the
different task references provided.
2. TaskSubmitter specifies the task parameters corresponding to the type of task selected. This is done via the Java
API where it can add tuples parameter-value to the task
submission definition.
3.
The AgentManager checks if the parameters are valid for the specified task
reference.
If yes, we continue.
Otherwise it notifies TaskSubmitter with an
InvalidTaskDefinition exception and return
to step 2.
4. TaskSubmitter specifies dispatching parameters. They
express the requirements concerning the resource where the
task should be run. These rules can also be ranking rules
to create a preference order between the different available
resources at scheduling.
5. AgentManager checks if the dispatching
parameters are valid. If not, it throws an
InvalidTaskDescription exception and returns to step 3. If the dispatching parameters
are valid, it continues.
6.
The TaskListener(s) register(s) to
AgentManager to receive event notifications
about this task. This is done via directly passing task listener reference(s) stating how to send
the events.
7.
TaskSubmitter submits the task to
AgentManager.
8. AgentManager takes the submission and executes the
task. If the submission succeeds, an acknowledgment is
sent to the TaskSubmitter. This acknowledgment contains
a TaskSubmissionID. If the submission of the task fails, a
TaskSubmissionError is thrown to TaskSubmitter.
TaskSubmitter and involved TaskListener(s) are up and running
TaskSubmitter receives the submission acknowledgment
message
Or a TaskSubmissionError is thrown by AgentManager to
TaskSubmitter and specified TaskListener(s)
Step 8 is executed quickly.
Table A.1. The SubmitTask use case
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Extended use cases
InvalidTask
Description
TaskSubmissionError

AgentManager throws an exception to TaskSubmitter that the

parameters or dispatching parameters are invalid.
If the AgentManager fails to submit the task to the system,
an exception is thrown to the TaskSubmitter.

Table A.2. The SubmitTask extended use cases

Use case name
Participating
actors
Flow of events

ExecuteTask

Communicates with TaskListener(s)

Entry conditions

Exit conditions

Quality
requirements

1. AgentManager executes the task. If the
execution fails for some reason, AgentManager
notifies the registered TaskListener(s) with
an ExecutionError message.
Optionally, AgentManager notifies the registered
TaskListener(s) concerning the progress of the
task.
2. AgentManager completes the task execution
and notifies the registered TaskListner(s) of
the task outcome(s).
Involved TaskListener(s) is/are up and running.
The task has already been submitted (see the SubmitTask
use case).
TaskListener(s) receive(s) the task outcome.
Or TaskListener(s) receive(s) the task ExecutionError message.
The TaskListener(s) are immediately notified when an event
is raised.
The execution time should be fast.
The number of ExecutionError is minimized.
Table A.3. The ExecuteTask use case

Extended use cases
ExecutionError

AgentManager sends an error message to the registered
TaskListener(s) explaining the reason why the execution of

the task has failed.
Table A.4. The ExecuteTask extended use cases

A.2. USE CASES

Figure A.5. The task management use case of Agent manager presented as a UML
diagram.
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Use case name
Participating
actors
Flow of events

Entry conditions
Exit conditions

Quality
requirements

ManageTask

Initiated by TaskManager
Communicates with TaskListener
1. TaskManager requests the access to a certain task management interface by giving to AgentManager the corresponding
TaskSubmissionID. This is basically done via a Java API.
2. AgentManager receives the request and
contacts the container hosting the task. If
AgentManager fails to obtain the current task
container it throws an UnreachableTask exception to TaskManager (this is an exit condition).
3. AgentManager returns the task management
interface to TaskManager.
4. TaskManager specifies the action it wants to perform on
this task according to the interface it got. This interface is
basically a Java interface.
5. AgentManager routes the action to the task
container. Then, the AgentManager’s container
executes the management action on the task. If
this action is not valid, AgentManager throws an
InvalidTaskManagementAction exception (this
is an exit condition).
6. Once the action is done, AgentManager sent
the relevant outcome message to TaskManager.
7. If this management action requires the
notification of the registered TaskListener(s),
AgentManager also sends a notification event to
it/them.
TaskManager knows the TaskSubmissionID of the task to manage.
TaskManager receives the outcome of the task management
action
Or TaskManager receives an error message (UnreachableTask
or InvalidTaskManagementAction).
The interactions between TaskManager and AgentManager
should be fast.
Sending of optional notifications to the TaskListener(s) is
done right after the notification of TaskManager.
Table A.5. The ManageTask use case

A.2. USE CASES
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Extended use cases
UnreachableTask

AgentManager returns an error message to Taskmanager saying that the task specified by the TaskSubmissionID cannot

be reached.
InvalidTask
ManagementAction

AgentManager returns an error message saying the reason

why the specified task management action cannot be performed presently. Optionally, an updated management interface is also sent to TaskManager.

Table A.6. The ManageTask extended use cases

Appendix B

Examples of task implementation
To illustrate the task implementation framework of Agent Manager presented in
section 5.1, this appendix shows some simple task implementations (printing an
"Hello World" message into a file).

B.1

A simple Hello World

This example illustrates the implementation of a basic task which cannot be stopped
or paused. The code can be seen on listing B.1.
/**
* This task implementation prints a simple Hello World to a text file
*/
public class SimpleHelloWorldTask extends BasicAbstractTaskImplementation {
// this is the method to override
@Override
public HashMap<String, Serializable> execute(
HashMap<String, Serializable> arguments) throws Exception {
// we need to get the parameters
String fileName = null; // the file where to print the text
try {
// we get the file file name from the input parameters called
// fileName
fileName = (String) arguments.get("fileName");
} catch (ClassCastException e) {
// the arguments are not strings, we throw an exception
throw (new Exception(
"Invalid arguments: fileName and introText should be String",
e));
}
if (fileName == null) {
// missing argument, we throw an exception
throw (new Exception("Missing argument: fileName"));
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} else {
// we do the "computation"
// we write the answer to the specified file character by character
String textToWrite = "Hello World";
for (int i = 0; i < textToWrite.length(); i++) {
writeSomething(textToWrite.charAt(i), fileName);
}
}
// the result of the task is just some exit code
HashMap<String, Serializable> output = new HashMap<String, Serializable
>();
output
.put("exitCode", "I have written the Answer to file: "
+ fileName);
return (output);
}
/**
* An auxiliary method to write a character into a file
*
* @param something
*
What has to be written
* @param fileName
*
The name of the file
* @throws IOException
*/
private void writeSomething(char something, String fileName)
throws IOException {
BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(fileName, true))
;
out.write(something);
out.close();
}
}
Listing B.1. A simple Hello World task implementation

One can see that the implemented class inherits from the BasicAbstractTaskImplementation
class. This abstract class only requires the implementation of the execute method
where the core workflow of the task is implemented. It takes the input parameters
and issues the task results (or throws an exception).

B.2

A stoppable Hello World

The listing B.2 shows the implementation of a stoppable task. It uses a boolean
flag to implement the stop mechanism. Note also the use of the notifyListeners
method to send log messages to the listeners of the task.

B.2. A STOPPABLE HELLO WORLD
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/**
* This stoppable task implementation prints an Hello World to a text file
*/
public class StoppableHelloWorldTask extends
BasicAbstractTaskImplementation
implements StoppableTask {
// boolean used when about to stop
private boolean stopped = false;
// this is the method to override
@Override
public HashMap<String, Serializable> execute(
HashMap<String, Serializable> arguments) throws Exception {
// we need to get the parameters
String fileName = null; // the file where to print the text
try {
// we get the file file name from the input parameters called
// fileName
fileName = (String) arguments.get("fileName");
} catch (ClassCastException e) {
// the arguments are not strings, we throw an exception
throw (new Exception(
"Invalid arguments: fileName and introText should be String",
e));
}
if (fileName == null) {
// missing argument, we throw an exception
throw (new Exception("Missing argument: fileName"));
} else {
// we do the "computation"
// we write the answer to the specified file character by character
String textToWrite = "Hello World";
for (int i = 0; i < textToWrite.length() && !stopped; i++) {
writeSomething(textToWrite.charAt(i), fileName);
}
}
// the result of the task is just some exit code
HashMap<String, Serializable> output = new HashMap<String, Serializable
>();
if (!stopped) {
output.put("exitCode", "I have written the Answer to file: "
+ fileName);
}
return (output);
}
// this is the method to make the task stoppable
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public void onStop() {
stopped = true;
notifyListeners("OMG! Someone stopped me.");
}
/**
* An auxiliary method to write a character into a file
*
* @param something
*
What has to be written
* @param fileName
*
The name of the file
* @throws IOException
*/
private void writeSomething(char something, String fileName)
throws IOException {
BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(fileName, true))
;
out.write(something);
out.close();
}
}
Listing B.2. A stoppable Hello World task implementation

B.3

A "pausable" Hello World

The listing B.3 shows a "pausable" task implementation. Note that this task can also
be stopped. To implement the pause mechanism, one define a checkpoint variable
that will be incremented at each important step of the workflow. This will allow the
task to be executed at the right place in case of a resume action (which reinvokes
the execute method).
/**
* This stoppable and pausable task implementation prints an Hello World to
a
* text file
*/
public class PausableHelloWorldTask extends BasicAbstractTaskImplementation
implements StoppableTask, PausableTask {
// checkpoint and pause management
private int progress = 0;
private boolean paused = false;
// this is the method to override

B.3. A "PAUSABLE" HELLO WORLD
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@Override
public HashMap<String, Serializable> execute(
HashMap<String, Serializable> arguments) throws Exception {
// we need to get the parameters
String fileName = null; // the file where to print the text
try {
// we get the file file name from the input parameters called
// fileName
fileName = (String) arguments.get("fileName");
} catch (ClassCastException e) {
// the arguments are not strings, we throw an exception
throw (new Exception(
"Invalid arguments: fileName and introText should be String",
e));
}
if (fileName == null) {
// missing argument, we throw an exception
throw (new Exception("Missing argument: fileName"));
} else {
// we do the "computation" starting at the last checkpoint
// we write the answer to the specified file character by character
String textToWrite = "Hello World";
for (int i = progress; i < textToWrite.length() && !paused; i++) {
writeSomething(textToWrite.charAt(i), fileName);
progress++;
}
}
// the result of the task is just some exit code
HashMap<String, Serializable> output = new HashMap<String, Serializable
>();
output
.put("exitCode", "I have written the Answer to file: "
+ fileName);
return (output);
}
// this is the method which makes the task stoppable
public void onStop() {
paused = true;
notifyListeners("OMG! Someone stopped me.");
}
// this is the method invoked when the task moves to
// the pause state
public void onPause() {
paused = true;
notifyListeners("I have been paused.");
}
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// this is the method invoked when the task moves to
// the from the pause to the running state
public void onResume() {
paused = false;
notifyListeners("I have been resumed.");
}
/**
* An auxiliary method to write a character into a file
*
* @param something
*
What has to be written
* @param fileName
*
The name of the file
* @throws IOException
*/
private void writeSomething(char something, String fileName)
throws IOException {
BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(fileName, true))
;
out.write(something);
out.close();
}
}
Listing B.3. A stoppable Hello World task implementation

Glossary
AeRE

Amadeus e-Retail Engine. A travel booking Internet solution.

AeTM Amadeus e-Travel Management. A booking tools used by companies for
managing business trips of their employees.
Agent

A remote process located on a resource node in charge of executing tasks.

Agent Manager A task execution environment developed in the context of this
Master project. The whole system basically handles task submissions and executions
over distributed resources.
Ant script A software scripting tool for automating build processes. It is implemented using the Java language and is developed by the Apache Software Foundation [22].
Constraint programming A programming model used to solve combinatorial
problems. In constraint programming, relations between variables are declared in
terms of constraints. It makes constraint programming a declarative language.
DMZ Demilitarized Zone. A sub network that exposes external services from an
organization to the Internet. The purpose is to isolate the LAN of the organization
from the Internet using firewalls.
JMS Java Management Service. A message oriented middleware Java API for
transmitting asynchronous messages between applications. It is merely a specification coming from the Java Community Process and is included in Java EE.
JMX Java Management Extensions. A Java technology providing tools for controlling and monitoring applications. This is done via manageable entities called
MBeans.
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Figure 1. A DAG job versus a task. A DAG job is indeed composed of several
task whose execution is constrained by a precedence graph. On the figure, the task A
has to be completed before task B and C. Equally, C has to be completed before D.
In any case B and D has to be done before E. This definitely constrains the parallel
executions and scheduling of tasks. This has to be opposed to the simple task which
does not abide by a DAG structure.

Job A set of interdependent tasks. They are sometimes referred as Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) jobs since the dependency relations can be seen as "must
happen before" relationships. The nub of the matter is how to parallelize such
interdependent tasks. In the case of Amadeus, the problem is much simpler: a
job is only a single atomic task whose internal workflow cannot be decomposed or
parallelized (see figure 1)
Logic programming Programming paradigm based on mathematical logic and
a declarative representation language. Prolog is definitely one of the main logic
programming languages.
Releasing Team Inside Amadeus, the Releasing Team is the interface between
the production (where Amadeus e-commerce products are located) and developers. They are in charge of checking, preparing and loading different patches to the
operational farms of servers.
Resource Anything that can be used for the execution of a computational task:
CPUs, hard disk space, file storage...
PLL Production Look-Like. A farm of servers simulating the production state
where validations are performed before applying loads on production.
SELL Amadeus Selling platform. An integrated point of sale for travel professionals (flight booking, car rental, hotels, travel insurance...).
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SEP Sales and e-Commerce Platform, this division of Amadeus is in charge of the
Amadeus e-commerce products like AeRE, AeTM or SELL.
State Machine Manager As part of Jobber2 (the solution developed by the
Releasing Team), this component aims to model and manage the load delivery
process workflow. It interacts with Agent Manager for delegating the execution of
computational tasks.
Task A task is the instance of a particular program inside task manager. It is
the smallest schedulable element. It cannot be split or parallelized. A task is often
computational and requires to run on some resource node. It follows a particular
life cycle inside Agent Manager from its submission to its completion. In Agent
Manager, a task is composed of several information:
• A task reference to retrieve the right implementation to execute
• Task inputs that will be pass to the concrete implementation execution
• Task dispatching properties which constrain the task scheduling among the
different agents
• Task execution properties which constrain the task execution
Last but not least, the task instance is uniquely identified in Agent Manager with
a task submission ID.
Task implementation The code which has to be executed and which is pointed
by a task reference. For example the task implementation of ant_task of version
1.3 is the method implementing the call to the Ant script. This method takes some
inputs and returns some outcomes (or exceptions).
Task reference A pointer to identify the concrete task implementation to retrieve
and execute. A task reference is uniquely identified by a name and a version number.
An example of task reference can be ant_task with version 1.3. A task reference
may be documented by a description or a schema to help the task submission.
Task submission Action of the submitter client to the Agent Manager system.
The client specifies the task information (task reference, task input parameters, task
dispatching properties, task execution properties) and submits it to Agent Manager.
A task submission may be accepted or refused. If it is accepted, Agent Manager
issues a task submission ID and tries to cleverly assign the task to an agent for
execution.
Task submission ID A value which uniquely identifies a task instance in the
whole Agent Manager system.
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TTL Time to live. A duration an object is allowed to exist before being removed.
TTL are used in Agent Manager for safety reasons i.e. to prevent a task to be kept
in the queue for a too long period of time.
UML Unified Modeling Language. A set of graphical notations for design and
modeling in the field of software engineering.
VE Validation environment. This environment is used by customers for the user
acceptance tests of Amadeus products.
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